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This paper studies the estimation and hypothesis testing of a structural change 
model under two sets of assumptions. A simple struct,mal break niodel, yt — 
XtPi + ut for t < k0 and yt — Xt(32 + ut for t � k 0 , is considered. Timing of 
break and the structural parameters are unknown. First, regressors and error 
are assumed to be stationary. Moreover, error ut is supposed to be correlated 
wit.h X u a frequently encountered problem in applied econometrics. We show, 
upon negligence of this correlation, that the break point can still be consistently 
estimated. Our result suggests that the consistency property of break-point esti-
mator is preserved under simultaneous equation bias, omitted variables bias and 
serial correlation in dynamic autoregressive models. Asymptotic distribution of 
the change point estimator under small shift is obtained. Nonstandard limiting 
null distribution of the sup-Wald test statistic under specification errors are de-
i’ived. Next, we generalizes the set of assumptions governing the regressors and 
error. Regressor Xt can have deterministic or stochastic trend, while ut is a 1(d) 
process. This setting encompasses the effects of misspecification in models with 
nonstationary regressors. Asymptotic behavior of the criterion function for esti-
mation of break is studied. In fact, consistent estimation relies critically 011 the 
relative rate of convergence of and T , K x t - This result, implies consistency 
of break-point estimator in fractional cointegration, heteroskedastic cointegration, 
regression among near 1(1) processes and regression with trending regressors and 
nonstationary error. Moreover, this consistency is in terms of integer index rather 




tionarity. Effect of misspecification on F test is investigated. Some comparisons 
are made 011 the results under the two sets of assumptions. Finite sample behavior 
is studied. 
Keywords: Structural break, Specification Errors, Near Integrated Process, Frac-
tional Brownian Motion, Ileteroskeclastic Cointegration, Broken Trend, Sup-Wald 
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In t roduct ion and a St ruc tura l 
Change Model 
2. In t roduc t ion 
Econometric models are necessarily parsimonious expressions. Misspecification 
of these models is therefore endemic and inevitable. Omission of relevant vari-
ables, inclusion of irrelevant variables, incorrect, functional forms, incompleteness 
of systems of relations and incorrect distributional assumptions are common and 
presented simultaneously. In the past decades, there have been rapid develop-
ments in the field of testing for misspecification in both applied and theoretical 
econometrics. The idea that a model must be tested before it can be taken as an 
adequate basis for studying economic behavior has become widely accepted. 
Nevertheless, applied workers have recognized the probability of multiple mis-
specification and have reported the values of several test statistics, each of which 
is designed for a different alternative. It, was argued that the overall significance 
level of a group of tests would often be difficult, to determine and that, the sample 
value of individual statistic might be of very limited value in guiding respecifi-
xation. Furthermore, it is worth stressing that, the asymptotic independence of 
tests holds only when the null model is true. Indeed, no consideration has been 
/ 
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given to the behavior of tests under some other data generation processes. In 
fact, the asymptotic distributions of test statistics will not be robust to the pres-
ence of misspecification for which they were not designed. The impact of these 
lias important implications for the usefulness of separate tests in identifying the 
sources of model misspecification. Indeed, Ramsey and Kmenta (1980) suggested 
that', the major difficulty in using specification tests is in isolating and identifying 
tlic separate effects in the presence of more than one misspecification. 
Seeing these problems of diagnostic testing, the value of misspecified models 
in respecifiction become the focus of attention. Monfort A (1996) survey roles of 
misspecified models in econometrics. Through 10 stories, he showed how the mis-
specification problems can be dealt with and how misspecified models can play a 
positive role in inference processes. Econometric models are misspecified to some 
greater or lesser degree. Once this view is adapted, some serious questions arise. 
It is natural to ask what would happen to the properties of various estimators. Do 
they still converge to some limits asymptotically? Does this limit have any mean-
ing? Are the estimators somehow consistent? Gomieroux, Monfort and Trognon 
(1992), Ruud(1983) and White (1994) provided a unified framework within which 
specific answers to each of these questions can be found. 
When an econometric model is used for forecasting or policy simulations, an 
implied assumption is its structural stability. In fact, parameter nonconstancy 
may have severe consequences on inference if left undetected. (See, Stock and 
Watson(1995), Clements and Hendry (1996), Thoma (1994)). As a result, much 
effort has been devoted to this area. Concerning the effect of misspecification 
on structural change models, Chong (1995a) introduced the concept of partial 
parameter consistency. If the number of break points is underspecified, the break-
i 
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point estimator will converge to one of the true change point. In another study, 
Chong (1996) showed that the consistency of break-point estimator is unaffected 
even if the structural parameter estimates are randomly assigned. Furthermore, 
Chong (1996) showed that, under almost any kinds of data transformations, the 
consistency result is preserved. Effect, of measurement errors on the consistency 
of the break-point estimator was discussed in Chong(1996). 
In this paper, some further development is made. The criterion function for 
estimation of structural change is investigated under general regressors and error 
design. Conditions for consistent estimation of structural break are pinpointed. 
Effects of specification errors on hypothesis testing in a structural-break models 
are considered. In particular, we are approaching the problem with two sets of 
assumptions concerning regressors and error. Their similarities and differences 
are highlighted. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the true model and 
the estimated one. Section 3 states the necessary assumptions for stationary 
regressors and error. In particular, correlation between regressors and error is 
allowed. Section 4 shows the consistency of the break-point estimator, under 
stationarity, despite the unconsidered correlation or the misspecification. The 
limiting distribution of the break-point estimator under shrinking shift is studied 
in section 5. Section 6 examines the nonstandard asymptotic null distribution 
of the sup-Wald test statistic for parameter instability under specification errors. 
Section 7 gives another set of assumptions which allow stochastic or deterministic 
trend in XL and a 1(d) process in ut. Section 8 investigates the asymptotic criterion 
function. Conditions for consistent estimation of break within a nonstationary 
environment are highlighted. Section 9 derives a asymptotic mill distribution of 
i 
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the F type of test statistic for parameter instability. Some comparisons are drawn 
in the conclusion at Section 10. Mathematical details are collected in Appendices. 
Before proceeding to the next section, we present some frequently used math-
ematical notations. Let \\w\\ =ti'{w'u>)1^2 be the Euclidean norm of the matrix 
w. [x] signifies the greatest integer < x. The symbol “ “ represents conver-
gence in probability, “ “ represents convergence in distribution and “ =4> “ 
denotes the weak convergence in D [0,1], see Billingsley (1968). A matrix is de-
fined to be op (1) if all of its elements are op (1). 1 {•} is an indicator function that 
equals 1 when the statement inside the bracket is true and equals 0 otherwise. 
B represents standard Brownian Motion, r (d) denotes the gamma function, for 
d > 0. To achieve notational economy, we write J in place of the integral 
with respect to Lebesgue measure J (r) (r) dr, and J Q^dVoo in place of the 
stochastic integral J Q!x (r) dVoo (r). 
3. A S t ruc tu ra l Change Model and the Es t ima ted Specifi-
cat ion 
Consider a general multivariate structural-break model with a single break of 
unknown time. 
Y = + 1冗 Xp2 + U (3.1) 
where 
is a 71 by 1 matrix with element y“ t = 1,2,...,T. 
f 
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X is a T by P matrix with the(t,p)£/lelement xtp,p = 1,2，..., P. Xt = (xti,..... 
U is a T by 1 column matrix with the tth element ut. 
/fc is a T by T diagonal matrix with the (t, t)ih element I {t < k} and = I— 1^. 
k = [rT], where r € [0,1]，is the break fraction. 
(3\ = (Ai，"2i，...，/^PI)' ’ (h 二（/^ 12, "22，…，"尸2)' are P by 1 vectors of true pre- and 
post-shift structural parameters respectively. 
( r 0 , / 3 ； , ^ ) G [ r , r ] x HP x BP C ( 0 , 1 ) x R2P 
We are interested in the relationship (2.1) and we estimate the following model 
by OLS: 
^ 二 /fcXA丨t71 + I-kXp2[TT] + U (3.2) 
八 A 
where ftm and P2[TT\ are P by 1 vector estimates of the regression coefficients 
for 1 < t < /c and k-{-1 <t <T respectively. [/ is a T by 1 vector of residuals of 
the estimated model. 
For any T, the least squares estimators of the pre- and post-shift parameters 
of (2.2) are 
A[RT] 二 (x'ikxylx'ikY 
hm 二 (x'i-kxylx'i^Y 
Here, we suppose inf ，det X' (I (ks) — I (kr)) X > 0, which ensures the 
0<kr<ks<T 
invertibility of the defined matrices, so that, the structural estimators are properly 
defined asymptotically as well as in the finite sample. Next, we define the break-
t 
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point, estimator as the timing where the residual sum of squares is minimized, 
namely: 





Behavior of the Model under 
Stat ionar i ty 
4. Assumpt ions for S ta t ionary Regressors and Error 
{AL) ^X'IKX A TQXX (ft) uniformly for r G [0，r0] 
(A2) ^X'{Ik — Iko)X 二 (T - r0)Qxx (/¾) uniformly for r G (r0) 1] 
{A'S) ^X'IKU 上 RQXU (ft) uniformly for r G [0，r0] 
(A4) ^X'{Ik — Iko)U A (T - r0)Qxu (/¾) uniformly for r G (r0,1] 
(^ 45) ^U'{IK — IKO)U A ( T - R0)A2U uniformly for r G [0’ 1] 
( 舶 ) V T \^X'IKX — TQXX � ] B X X ( r , f t ) 
(A7) VT [^X'IKU - RQXU ( F T ) ] � BXU 
( ^ 3 ) VT [^X'IKX — rQXX ( / ¾ ) ] � BXX ( r 0 , ft) + BXX ( r , ft) — BXX ( r 0 , / ¾ ) , 
(A9) VT [^X'IKU — TQXU (/¾)] 4 BXU ( r0 , f t ) + BXU 一 BXU (r0,&) 
where QXX (/3) ’ QXU (/3) ’ BXX (r,/?), BXU (T,广 )are defined as follows: 
Qxx {P) is a positive definite and non-stochastic matrix with the (i,j)th element 
E {xtixtj) 
Qxu {P) is a non-stochastic and column matrix with the ith element E (xtiUt) 
BXX (r, /3) is, for each fixed value of /3, a multivariate Gaussian process, defined on 
[0,1]�with zero mean and covariance matrix E BXX (T,/3) Bxx (T,/3)' 
t 
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B X U (T , /3 ) is, for each fixed value of /?, a multivariate Gaussian process, defined 
011 [0,1], with zero mean and covaricince matrix E Bxu (r,/3) Bxu (r, /3)' 
Assumptions Al and A2 suggest that the regressors are stationary and ergo die, 
trending regressors are not allowed under these assumptions. Here, we assume 
Qxx as a function of /3, which encompasses dynamic specifications and possible 
endogeneity in regressors. Assumptions A3 to A5 say that the error is related with 
X. That implies, some useful information is left unattended in the error term. It 
may be due to model misspecification, like omitting some relevant variables, or 
some special properties of the regressors, like endogeneity. As the correlation is 
explicitly neglected by our estimation method, our estimated model is actually 
a misspecified one. Assumptions A6 to A9 are for statistical inference purposes, 
t.hey also bound the variation of the stochastic insignificant terms. 
5. Consis tency of t he Break Point Es t imator when Regres-
sors and Er ro r are S ta t ionary and Corre la ted 
As far as structural break models are concerned, studies on the consistency issue of 
the break-point estimator under misspecification are few. (See Chong (1995,1996) 
and Nume.et.al. (1995)). We will show a general and useful result that, under as-
sumptions (41) to (y!9), the break-point estimator is consistent even if we neglect 
the correlation between the error and regressors. In another words, the break-
Point, estimator is robust to all misspecification leading to correlation between X 
and U. 
Under assumption (Al)-(A9), it is shown in the appendix that: 
t 
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For r e [r,r0], 
(A) 
H[rT] ^ A~LB 
For r G (r0,r], 
Pi[rT) ^ D-1E 
HRR\ � A + Q"1 (/¾) QXU (/¾) 
where ‘ 
A = ( r 0 - r ) QXX (A) + ( l - r 0 ) Q x x ( f t ) 
B = (To - R) QXX ( f t ) A + (1 - r0) QXX (/?2) P2 + (T0 - T) QXU ( f t ) + ( 1 - To) QXU ( f t ) 
D = R0QXX (PI) + (R~R0)QXX ( f t ) 
E
 = ( / ^ ) ^ + ( 7 - 7 0 ) ( 3 = ( ^ ) / 3 2 + 7 0 ( ^ ^ ( / ^ ) + ( 7 - 7 0 ) ( 3 ^ ( / ¾ ) 
Note that both pre- and post-shift estimates are inconsistent in the presence 
of model misspecification. 
Define: 
'八丁 = T [A + OXX1 (A) QXU (PI)}'QXX (A) [A + Q~L (A) QXU (FT)] + B'A~LB 
t 
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J2r - (1 - T) [A + 0^1 (p2) Qxu (P2)]'qxx (p2) [(5, + Q-'x (p2) Qxu (/32)] + E'D~lE 
/i(T) = a2u + r0p[Qxx (A) A + (1 - r0) P'2Qxx {p2) (52 + 2r0Qxu (^) ^ 
+2(1 — T"0)Qiu (/¾)/¾ —J\T1 \T < TO} — J2丁 1 f r > TO) 
where h : [0,1] ^ R+ is a continuous function mapped from a unit-interval to 
the positive real line. JlT, J2丁 are all non-negative. Slope of h(r) is negative 
for r < r0 and is positive for r > r0. Second derivatives of the function h( r ) is 
non-positive. Moreover, it is shown that: 
sup ^RSST{r)-h{r) =op{l) 
Therefore, the criterion function ^RSS T (r) converges uniformly to a piecewise 
concave function h ( r ) , whose minimum takes place at the true break point. This 
implies the true break point can be consistently estimated under specification 
errors. However, for all r € [r,f], p l [ r T ] and P2[tT] are inconsistent. Put, it 
another way, consistent estimation of break point does not require that of the 
parameter estimators. Theorem 1 summarizes our findings. 
Theo rem 1: Under assumptions (Al) - (A9) and /¾ + ft, we have: 
- p 
rT — To 
H[RTT] ^ A + Q~LX (P2) QXU ( A ) 
i 
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Theorem 1 states that the break point can be estimated consistently despite 
model misspecification. However, the pre-shift and post-shift structural estimators 
are inconsistent. To understand theorem 1 more concretely, we will consider the 
following three examples. 
Example 1.1: Serial Correlation in Dynamic Autoregressive Models 
. I Piyt-i + P2Xt + et for t = 1,2,...,/c0 
Suppose the true model is yt = < > 
[ + + £t for t = /c0 + 1,...,T J 
where et follow some ARMA(p, q) p rocess ,� (L) et =屮(L) ut and ut is a Martin-
gale Difference Sequence of zero mean and finite variance. For any given r, our 
estimated model is 
yt = {PI[TT]Vt-l + P2[RT\^t) L{T<K}-}- [P2>[TT\Vt-l + ft[rT]^t) 1 { t � / c } 
Obviously, error et is related with yt_i. By theorem 1，^RSSt (T) converges 
uniformly to a piecewise concave function of r for r G [r, r] and t j A T0. 
Example 1.2: Simultaneous Equation Bias 
Suppose the true model is: 
P\qt + £\t for t = 1,2,..., k0 1 
\ P2qt + £u for t = /c0+ 1,...,T j 
qt = l\Vt + l2Vt + e2t for t = 1,...,T 
For any given r, our estimated model ispt =成[tT冲 1 {t < {t > k} 
i 
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When pi ^ /32, we have: 
- v 
TT — 丁0 
A\rTT\ 工 A + 2 2 4 _ 7 l l t T (1 — A7l) 
" 2 [ 即 T ] 伪 十 赋 + 7 i ( J 2 + a 2 + 7 i q 2 U 剛 
When 7i and fj12 equal zero, qt becomes strictly exogenous. Then, the least 
square estimators are consistent. 
Example 1.3: Omitted Variables Bias 
I P \x t + I3^zt + e t for t = 1,2,.. . , /c0 
Suppose the true model is =( > 
(52xt + ft^t + ^t for t = k0-\rl,...,T j 
For any given r, our estimated models are 负=P\[TT}xd {t < {t > 
or yt = PI[rT}ZT^ {t < A；} + P2[rT}ZD {t > k] . By theorem 1, ^RSSt (丁) of these 
equations converge uniformly to piecewise concave functions of r for r G [r, T] 
and rT r0. 
To summarize: Even if some useful information is left unconsidered in the 
error term, the consistency of break-point, estimator is unchanged. In the next 
section, we will focus on its limiting distribution. 
t 
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6. Limiting Dis t r ibut ion of t he Break Point Es t imator when 
Regressors and Error are Sta t ionary and Correla ted 
In this section, the limiting distribution of rT is considered. To derive the limiting 
distribution of f T , we first let the magnitude of shift, —A, go to zero at a certain 
rate. It is because the limiting distribution of the change-point estimator for a 
shift of fixed magnitude is technically intractable. Moreover, when the shift is 
fixed, the change point can be identified easily in a large sample and the limiting 
distribution for the change-point, estimator is almost degenerated. In particular, 
tlie tlieorem can serve to construct a conservative confidence interval for r0 when 
the shift is small. 
Not only should the shift go to zero, it should go to zero at a rate slower than 
the rate of convergence of P\[tt} and 02[tT], SO that a relative shift in parameters 
• z is preserved. Let z a (k x 1) vector, is fixed and (52t — Pi -i——, ,where 
g ( 了 ） 
g (T) —> oo and — > 0 as T —^  oo. We first examine the asymptotic behavior 
of RSST (r) — RSST (T 0 ) at the region t = t 0 w h e r e ” G i? be a positive 
real number. From Appendix, we have: 
^'Bxx ( h ; | , A ) Q-J (A) Qxu ( f t ) — 2z'Bxu ( M ， 仇 ） � 
M +\v\z'Qxx {Pi)z f o r ” < 0 
RSSt(T)-RSSt(to)=> 一 
(V, FT) Q~LX (/¾) Qxu (/¾) - 2z'Bxu (v, ft) 
-\-vz'Qxx (/¾) z for v > 0 
where Bxx (•) and Bxu (•), for each given value of/?, are two independent Brownian 
motions defined on the non-negative half real line R+. Recall that the change-
t 
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point estimator is defined as Tt d= ATG min RSST (r) =Arg min {RSST (r) — B,SSR (To)}. 
TGfc 〒丨 rG[r,r] 
Applying Contimious Mapping Theorem for Argmax Functional, we have the fol-
lowing theorem: 
Theorem 2: Under assumptions (^1) to (A9) and (32T — F5\ ——p= where 
g (T) —> oo and ^p- —> 0 as T —> oo, the limiting distribution of tt is given by: 
‘ . [ ^ z ' B ^ ^ ^ ^ Q - ^ ^ Q ^ ) 1 J 
Arg mm for f < 0 
T … � d v 
(Trr 一 TN) ~> \ R- J \ g { T )
 A . (”’ p2) Q-i (/¾) Qxu (A) f n 
Arg mm for > 0 
. � v [ -2z'Bxu(v,P2) + vz'Qxx(P2)z j 
Theorem 2 implies that tt is more likely to locate in the neighborhood of r0 
than a place far away from r0. This implies a bell-shape limiting distribution for 
宁t. Moreover, when there is no misspecification, the first term equal zero. 
Corollary 2.1: For example (1.2), when f52r = A + , where g (T) oo 
and ^ — 0 as T — oo, the limiting distribution of f T is given by: 
d j ， 匪 [ 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ - 2 购 ( M ) + -
— 1 ， m m 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ - 2 , ¾ (,) + ( 协 力 f 小 2 1 for , > 0 > 
L J / 
where, BQQ(.), B*Q(.), BQL (•) and B*QL (.) are four independent Brownian motions 
t 
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defined on the non-negative half real line R+. 
7. Sup-Wald Test when Regressors and Error are Stat ion-
ary and Correla ted 
Validity of the svip-Wald test statistics under specification errors is investigated in 
this section. As we have mentioned earlier, the pre- and post-shift parameters are 
inconsistent under misspecification. However, if there is no structural break, the 
probability limits of them are the same. Therefore, in the presence of specification 
errors, the Sup-Wald test is still consistent. However, its limiting distribution 
under the null is affected. 
The Wald statistic for the hypothesis Ii0 ： A = /?2 is defined as: 
TT ( 1 — T) � / , ( 八 A \ 
^T (r) = R S S t ( J ^2[rT] 一 ft[rT] j ^ ^ ^ 2 [ r T ] — /31[rT] J 
As T —> oo, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3: Under assumptions (Al) - (A9) and H0 : /3 = PI = ft, we have: 
w M d (rBA (1,/3) - BA Q-,1 (/3) (tBA (1,/3) - BA (r,/3)) 
4 ) ¾ T � T ) 一 ： ¾ r ( l - r ) 
where BA (r, /3) = BXU (r, P) 一 BXX (T, P) (/3) QXU (/3)is a P-vector Gaussian 
processes on [0,1]. When there is no correlation between error and regressors, 
Qxu (P) = 0, the sup-Wald test statistic equals the svipremum of the square of a 
standardized tie-down Bessel process of order P. 
i 
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Corollary 3.1: For example (1.2), under H0 : (3I = ft, we have: 
w ( ^ r (BB(r))2 sup WT (r) —^ C sup r-
r€[r,r] rG[r,r] T) 
where C =——…\ 2 2 � 2 , 2 � u L = 1 if 71 二汀 12 = 0 
(72 +71 +71CT12 jcrf-^icrf+an) 
BB (r) is a Brownian Bridge motion on [0,1]. 
The asymptotic null distribution of the sup-Wald test statistic equals a scaling 
factor multiplied the supremum of the square of a standardized tie-down Bessel 
process of order P. If there is no specification error, both the pre-shift and post-
shift estimators are consistent. Under /?i = ft , ( f t r — Pir) is of order op (1) and 
is independent of the true parameter (3. As a result, the limiting distribution of 
WT (r) will be independent of true parameters in the absence of misspecification. 
However, when there are specification errors, the term (f t r — ftr) will depend on 
the true parameters. If C < 1, using the tradition critical values will tend to over-
accept, the null of no break. Similarly, the null will be over-rejected if C > 1. If 
there is no specification errors, C — the conventional null distribution applies. 
Up to now, we have assumed st.ationarity in regressors and error. It is natural 
to ask what happen if this fundamental assumption is violated. This is the concern 
of the remaining parts. 
22 
Part III 
Behavior of the Model under 
Nonsta t ionar i ty 
8. Assumpt ions for Nons ta t ionary Regressors and 1(d) Er-
ror 
Apart from giving rise to correlated regressors and error, misspecification in mod-
els with nonstationary regressors would, in general, raise the order of convergence 
of the error term. In fact, cases with 1(d) error are not, only of theoretical interest, 
but also of practical significance. A situation in which we have a I (d) error in 
practice is that a regression is run between two nonstationary variables, while in 
fact three nonstationary variables including the two are cointegratecl. This means 
a nonstationary error is closely related to the misspecification in regard to a list 
of variables to be included in a regression equation. Moreover, simulation result 
of Numes, Kuan and Newbold(1995) suggested that it is possible to estimate a 
spurious break for a regression model with 1(1) disturbances. A natural question 
is what happen if there is a break, can we estimate it consistently under an 1(d) 
error? 
In a nutshell, two extensions are made on our sets of assumptions so as to en-
compass the possible impact of misspecification in a regression with nonstationary 
i 
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regressors. First extension is on the regressors' design. Stochastic or deterministic 
trend in the regressors is permitted. Our second extension is in term of the error. 
Indeed, a 1(d) error is assumed. From now on, we will replace assumptions A1 to 
A9 by the following 6 assumptions: 
Definition: 
(a) For some non-negative real number 也，.....’如，Axx d= diag (T^1 ’ T气…， 
(b) ip d= max {ipi + l...ipP + 1,2d) where d is a non-negative real number. 
/ � ,. r r i - t A k T J- frjntlll^t ^-t-l-V + 
(c) km T2 2 m = hm diag 1 2 2 ,...,T 2 
T—^oo 2n—>00 \ / 
=diag (1 { � = 呶 + 1} , 1 { � = 仇 + 1},…’ = + 1}) = � AS 
, 1 y I / 仏i+2d+l — 20 t/;2+2d+l — 20 0p + 2d+l — 2珍 \ � lira Td+_2一吻Mx=lim diag T~~2,T2^，…，T 2 
T—>oo T—oo \ J 
=diag (1 { 2 功 = 呶 + 1 + 2d}，1 {；2功=咖 + 1 + 2d}，1 {20 =也 + 1 + 2d}) 
XU 
⑷（八 sr1 智！皿 t" = jIp lfiJ = 2d 1 
( 0P if ^^ 2d \ 
(/) a, 6 G [0,1] 
{g) (r) (r) is positive-definite, nonsingular, symmetric, monotonically 
increasing stochastic matrix functions of r . 
{h) n x u (t) is stochastic column matrix. For each r , Clxu (r) process density 
functions and nonsingular covariance matrix. 
(i) (T) is a positive stochastic number. 
Assumptions for Nonstationary Regressors and 1(d) Error: 
(Bl) ^A^.Y' (Ia — Ib) XhrJ = + E (Axx^Xty 
丁a . 




{B2) s u p + 八 ( I a 一 Ib) XK~J = op � for 罕 — 0 
( ^ ^ Uoo (r) = ^ f (r - s)"-1 dB (,) if d>\ ) 
(B3) Suppose < k 0 r 
[ ^ E ^ (r) = ^  / (r - S)d dB (s) 
[ 击 E u2t =>f Ul if d>\ � 
{ a t = 6 + 1 Tbw o n Wor 0 < ^ < 1 
丄 玉 广 ^ / 0 < d < ^ j 
—^uu (Ta) — ^uu 
\ a 
sup ^3 E u2t = ^ ( 1 ) if d>\ 
(Bi)托(。，D ；=b+1 f o r j宁1 — 0 
sup f E u2t =0P (1) if 0<d< I I rG(0,l) ¢=/)+1 t 
f t (八工―^不丫 ( 为 ) = / / i f d>\ 
= { t b + ) V ！ ？( 乂 x � r0 Tb f o r 0 < ^ < 1 
工 ( 八 ： 叫 （ 命 ） n if o < d < I 
_ ^XU (Ta) — ^XU (丁B) 
(BQ) sup -l^A-jx'(Ia-Ib)U = o p ( l ) f o r ^ —0 
r€(0,l) T 5 
Assumptions B1 and B2 allow the regressors to have stochastic or deterministic 
t.rend. Assumptions B3-B6 imply an 1(d) error. In fact, assumptions B1 to B6 
are general enough to allow U and X to be weakly dependent, heterogenous and 
integrated of positive order. In another words, any kind of misspecification that 
generated nonstationarity in the error term is encompassed by this setting. In the 
next section, we will show that whether misspecification affects the consistency 
of break-point estimator depends critically on the relative rate of convergence of 
Ylu2t and Put it another way, it relies on the equality xjj = 2d. 
i 
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9. Consistency of the Break Point Es t imator under Nonsta-
t ionary Regressors and 1(d) Error 
To study the behavior of Arg min RSST (r), we will turn to the asymptotic 
TGfc.r] 
property of the criterion function ~^RSST (r), as Arg min RSSr (r) =Arg rriin 
re [z ’�] - re 丨 I，〒 j 
J^RSST ( t ) . 
It is shown in the appendix that: 
— (r) (r) =f 仇 - A (r) 1 {r < r0} — xh (r) 1 {r > r0} (9.1) 
where 
^0 = 1W 二 2d} nuu (1) + (J n'xnxJ a二/¾ + Q n'xnx) • 
(t0) d + 2 (nxu (1) 一 n x u (r0))' A ^ f t 
义 ⑴ = r i T ( ! K � ) t 1 t + A'1t ( ! ^ ¾ ¾ ) A1 t 
^2 (r) = t'2t t 2 t + A'2r ( ! ^ ¾ ) a 2 t 
= (^/ n'xn)j A - f t + 1 = 2d} nxu (r) 
= ( ^ ¾ ¾ ) 八 二 ^ + 1 { ^ = 2 ^ ( 0 ^ 1 ) - 0 ^ ( 7 ) ) 
i 
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A1t 二 (J 咖 ) A S A + (丄 Q'A) C + 1 w = 2d} (1) — nxu (r)) 
A 2 t = ( J A S A + ( 2 + = 2 对 � 
Actually,功 can make A 二 ， A ^ O p ( l ) and at least one of them do not 
equal 0. As a result,礼(r) and d2 (r) will not diverge to infinity or degenerate to 0. 
Finally, when (A二)—1 and converge, will not explode. That imply ^ 5 
convergence. In summary, ^ R S S T (r) converges pointwise to a random function 
for r e [ r , r ] . Moreover, i90, fh (t), and i92 (r) are all non-negative. 
From 'Appendix, we have 
s u p RSST (丁 + — RSST ( r ) - OP ( 1 ) f o r r G [ r , r ] 
r€[l,r] ” � 1 J 
Therefore, ^ R S S T (r) converge uniformly to a random function. Its position 
depends on the true change point r0, the parameter H and the realization of 
the stochastic processes However, the property of i9 (r) is still difficult 
for direct analysis. Let us consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: When Pi + /¾ and 4> + 2^, Qxu will be absent from i9 (丁). Then, i9 (r) 
will be greatly simplified. First derivative of the criterion function is 
di9 (T) 
- a = 7i (T) 1 {t < To} + 72 (T) 1 {t > To} ’ where 7i (t) < 0 and 72 (r) > 0. 
OT 
Indeed, I9 (r) is a random non-increasing function for R G [r, t0] and is random 
i 
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non-decreasing for r € (r0,r]. Therefore, the criterion function ^jjRSSt (r) con-
verges uniformly to a stochastic V-shaped function (r) , whose minimum takes 
place at the true break point. 
Case 2: When ft + ft and ^ 二 2d, then ^ 0 . The right hand 
derivative of the criterion function becomes 
二 Cl (r) 1 {r < r0} + C2 (r) 1 {r > r0} 
OT 
where (i (r) and (2 (t) are defined in the appendix. In general, the slope of the 
criterion depends on the relative magnitude of the terms that defines the first, 
derivative. Unlike the case above, i9 (r) may not be monotonic, before or after 
the break". Therefore, inconsistency is resulted as the minimum of the criterion 
function may not occur at 7¾. It is an extension of the result of Nume et al(1995) 
and Bai(1996). It tells us that consistent estimation of r is impossible even if 
a break does exist. Therefore, inconsistency in break point estimation is usually 
unavoidable in a misspecified regression with nonstationary regressors. Intuitively, 
consistency of the break-point, estimator depends on the extend of information loss 
through misspecification. Indeed, if the order of convergence of the error raises 
to a comparable level as the regressors. The consistency of the change point 
estimator will be lost. 
The above properties are restated as the theorem below. 
Theorem 4: Under assumptions (BL) — (_B6) 
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If /¾ + p2 and 功—2d’ then lim Pr {k = = 1 
If /3i — P2 and 4> = 2d, then lim Pr (TT = T0) _ 1 
Theorem 4 states that consistency of the break-point, estimator in terms of 
integer index is obtained if the cross product, term Qxu are absent from d (r). 
Otherwise, the break-point estimator is inconsistent, even in terms of sample 
fraction. To illustrate the above theorem, we would consider four examples below. 
Example 4.1: Fractional Cointegration 
Consider yt = P\Xt * 1 {t < /¾} + P2xt * 1 {t > /c0} + ut 
where yu xt is I (di) while ut is I (d2). et is I (0) and d\>\ 
When d\ > d2, the model is called a fractional cointegration of order (di.di -
d2) with a single break at k0. In fact, iS (r) is a V-shaped function of r, with a 
minimum at r0. lim Pr (k = fc0) = 1. 
T-^oo \ ) 
Example 4.2: Regression among Near-Integrated Processes 
Consider yt = * 1 {t < /co} + (h工t * 1 { t � + ^t 
xt = ( l - + 1 
where v > 
[ u t is I (0), £t is I (d) where 0<d< \ J 
When C\ = 0, the model is a cointegrating regression. In general, D (r) is a 
V-shaped function of r with a minimum at To for any finite real number C\. By 
t 
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theorem 4, lim P (k == kg) = 1. 
T—kx) \ ) 
Example 4.3: Regression with / (1) Error 
{ P\xt + ut for t < k0 
> where ut is / (1) 
/32xt + ut for t > k0 
When xt is a trending regressor, d (T) becomes a V-shape, nonstochastic func-
tion of r . By Theorem 4, consistency is obtained whenever there is a break in the 
model. 
Oil the contrary, when xt is stationary, inconsistency in break point estimation 
may be resulted even though ft — /¾. 
Example 4.4: Heteroskedastic Cointegration and Spurious Regression 
Consider yt = P\Xt * 1 {t < A;0} + P2xt * 1 {力�/¾} + wt ( \ 
Xt = xt_i + uu 
where < wt — (JtU2t and a t == 一 i + u3t 
ult,u2t and u3t are I (0) 
/ 
The above setting is known as heteroskedastic cointegration. Indeed, i9 (r) is a 
V-shaped function of r with a minimum at r0. By theorem 4, lim P (k = k0) = 1. 
T—>oo V / 
On the contrary, when the error is generated from wt = + u2t The model 
becomes a spurious regression. Break point estimator is inconsistent, even though 
the errors' variances are of the same rate of divergence under these two settings. 
i 
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10- F Test under Nons ta t ionary Regressors and 1(d) Error 
Problem of structural change, in the context of regression models with nonsta-
tionary regressors, is particularly important because this type of models are often 
estimated over longer sample period. That means the stability assumption is more 
likely to be violated. In this section, validity of the F test statistics under specifi-
cation errors is investigated. In particular, we are trying to find out the effect of 
I (ci) error on the mill distribution of F test statistic. Suppose we estimate (2.1) 
with nonstationary regressors, the F statistic for the hypothesis Hq : pi = /¾ is 
defined as: 
/ T _ r ^ \ 
^ , � { S 碎 ( T ) ~ £ 碎 J U'ikx \x'ikx — x'ikx [x'lxy1 x'hx]—1 x%0 
Ft ( t ) = ^ 二 L r ^ ^ 
T=\ 
where ut (r) is the residual in a regression of yt on 1 {t < [TT]} Xt and I {t > [TV]} Xt. 
ut is the residual in a regression of yt on Xt. U d= (ui, ,uT). 
Define ^ =f 9fxdB - ( } 1 ¾ ¾ ) / QfxdB 
Define S = f - ( } [ } Q ^ ¾ ) 
Theorem 5: Under assumptions (Bl) — (B6) and H0 : /¾ = /¾，we have: 
When d = 0 
Ft(T) => F 0 0 ( r ) = ^ / ( H ) " 1 ^ 
i 
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sup FT (T) sup Fqo (r) 
T€[T,T] RG[T,R] 
r 1 
ExpFT (r) ^ In j exp Q F ^ (r)^) dr 
~~ T 
1 > 
AveFr (r) 4 = ~ / F^ (r) dr 
r — r J . 
T 
When I > ci > 0, F t (r) = Op (T2d) 
When d > FT(T) = OP(T) . 
Theorem 5 tells us that if misspecification raise the order of the error process 
from /(0) to 1(d), where d > 0. Then, the F test statistic will explode to infinity 
at the rate of T for d > \ and at the rate of T2d for | > d > 0. Therefore, 
we cannot distinguish misspecification in the model specification from parameter 
instability. In a nutshell, any message from this test statistic would be useless in 




Fini te Sample Proper t ies and 
Conclusion 
11. Fini te Sample Proper t i e s of the Break Point Es t imator 
Our result being asymptotic in nature, there is certainly a need to evaluate the 
quality of the approximations in finite samples via simulations: 
Experiment 1 
To verify the consistency of the break-point estimator in Theorem 1, we per-
form the following experiment with the number of replications, N = 10000 
The true model: 
I yt = I0xt + ut for 亡=1，2，…，k0 
\ yt = -l0xt-\-ut for t = /c0 + 1 , . . . ,T 
where ut = 0.5wt-i + £t, xt = + et for t = 1,2,...,T 
and et � i . i . d .Normal (0,1) 
Obviously, ut and xt are correlated. From table 1.1 and 1.2, consistency of f 
is supported in all nine cases. Therefore, our asymptotic result can be extended 
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to finite samples. Moveover, if we alter the value of the regression coefficients or 
changing the break point, location, the conclusion is just the same. 
Table 1.1: Frequency of (K - /c0)when T = 100 and /c0 二 50 
k - /c0 a = -0 .8 -0.6 -0.4 —0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
<-4 
-3 1 
-2 13 5 5 15 48 3 24 17 34 
-1 248 112 219 128 89 98 97 233 174 
0 9579 9668 9595 9677 9699 9760 9690 9590 9623 
1 153 207 179 163 125 134 154 145 144 
2 7 8 2 16 35 5 34 15 23 




Table 1.2: Frequency of (k — /c0)when T = 50 and kQ = 25 
k - k 0 a = —0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
<-4 
-3 1 2 1 1 3 1 
-2 67 8 12 30 3 9 44 41 11 
-1 458 379 111 118 350 666 124 369 277 
0 9234 9122 9289 9159 9269 9168 9679 9157 9301 
1 367 485 583 625 371 145 115 383 392 
2 70 6 5 63 4 11 36 45 17 
3 3 3 1 1 2 1 
>4 
Experiment 2 
To verify the finite sample behavior of break-point estimator in theorem 4, we 
perform the following experiment with the number of replications, N 二 10000. 
The model setup is: 
J 扒二 10^ + f o r t = 1,2,...,/c0 
( y t = - 1 0 ^ + ^ for i = + 1 , . . . , T 
where 
‘ \ 
A. ut = 0.5ut_i + et 
< B. ut = ut-i H- et for t = 1,2,..., T 
C . Ut = 2 u ( _ ! - Ut一2 + £ t \ > 
i 
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1. Xt = 0.5xt_! + et 
< 2. xt = xt_i + et for t = 1 ,2 , . . . , T 
3. xt = 2xt-i — xt_2 + et \ > 
and et � n . i . d . (0,1) and et �n.i.d. (0,1) 
Table 1.3: Frequency of (k — /c0)when T = 100 (Sample size) and k0 = 50 
(True break point) 
k - k0 (Al) (A2) (A3) (Bl) (B2) (B3) (CI) (C2) (C3) 
<-7 1124 1183 2101 1009 999 
-6 39 4 95 14 0 
-5 121 8 147 95 5 
-4 178 12 181 143 5 
-3 182 22 352 283 8 
-2 8 265 48 562 484 13 
-1 148 1 698 260 3 605 584 36 
0 9694 9996 9999 4711 6962 9995 1989 4599 6997 
1 146 3 1 669 358 2 636 626 19 
2 4 259 62 478 484 9 
3 197 33 389 383 8 
4 160 17 159 174 5 
5 127 8 128 89 0 
6 101 5 79 24 0 
, > 7 1169 1017 1999 999 1002 
i 
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Table 1.4: Frequency of (¾ — /c0)when T = 50 (Sample size) and k0 = 25 (True 
break point) 
k - k0 (Al) (A2) (A3) (Bl) (B2) (B3) (CI) (C2) (C3) 
<-7 1187 1114 2099 1079 1012 
-6 39 4 96 14 0 
-5 161 8 147 95 5 
-4 178 12 185 143 5 
-3 322 72 252 283 108 
-2 5 382 118 462 484 213 
-I 248 6 7 898 260 6 605 584 334 
0 9597 9989 9990 3111 6968 9983 2489 4499 6901 
1 146 5 3 869 258 11 536 625 246 
2 4 539 142 378 484 115 
3 397 68 289 383 44 
4 220 17 159 174 5 
5 201 8 127 89 4 
6 227 5 79 24 0 
>7 1269 1116 2097 1040 1008 
From table 1.3 and 1.4, consistency of f are supported in cases Al, A2, A3 and 
B3. Moreover, the break-point estimators are consistent in term of integer index 
in cases A2，A3 and B3. On the other hand, the others' inconsistency are shown 
as predicted. It is because the rate of convergence of the error term is not less 
than that of the regressors in Bl，B2’ Cl’ C2’ C3. Finally，if we alter the value 
t 
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of the regression coefficients or changing the break point location, the conclusion 
is the same. 
12. Conclusion 
This paper examines how misspecification affects the estimation and hypothesis 
testing in a structural break model. First, we concentrate on the behavior of 
the change point estimator. Under stationarity, we show that the structural pa-
rameters are inconsistent whenever error ut is correlated with Xt. However, the 
consistency of the break-point estimator is preserved. This implies that consis-
tent property of the break-point estimator does not require consistent estimation 
of structural parameters. Moreover, ~RSST (T) would converge uniformly to a 
piecewise concave, nonstochastic function of r. However, these consistency is in 
terms of sample fraction, instead of actual data point. On the other hand, if mis-
specification raises the order of integration of the error term, consistent estimation 
of the break point is not for sure. Criterion function is no longer nonstochastic 
and concave. In fact, it will converge to a stochastic V-shaped function with mini-
mum at r0 when E ^ t is negligeable upon comparing with Moreover, this 
consistency is in terms of integer index rather than sample fraction. This rapid 
rate of convergence is not attainable under stationarity. If J2 乜？ is not negligeable, 
the break-point estimator is inconsistent, even in terms of sample fraction. 
The message on hypothesis testing are simple. Indeed, inferences are disabled 
by misspecification. Under stationarity, the limiting distribution of the Sup-Wald 
test statistic under the null of no break is affected by true parameters. Actually, 
it converges in distribution to the supremum of the square of a standardized tie-
i 
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down Bessel process multiplied by a scaling factor. In general, without knowing 
the tnie parameters, we are in no way to figure out the distribution for hypothesis 
testing. However, the test is still consistent for any change in the parameters. On 
the contrary, for a 1(d) error with d > 0, the F test statistic would explode to 
infinity. We are in no way to distinguish between a violation of null hypothesis 




Appendix and Reference 
13. A p p e n d i x 
Proof of Theorem 1: 
For r = I； G [r, r0], the following properties hold: 
(1) HO + ^ - 4 + 4 - / 
(
2
) ^ 0 ¾ = hh 三 0 
(3) 二 Ik 
(4) hIVo = 0 
(5) hho == Iko — Ik 
⑷ H1!^ 二 ^ 
Define 
A={TO- T) QXX ( f t ) + ( 1 - To) QXX ( f t ) 
B = {r0~ r) Qxx (A) — r0) Qxx ( /¾) 一 r) Qxu (/^)+(1 - r0) Qxu (/¾) 
By OLS, we have: 
Pi[rT) = (X'hxy1 x%Y = + {X'ikxyl x%u 二 A + Q - , 1 ( A ) ( A ) 
hrr\ 二 (x'hxy1 x'i^y = (x'i-kxyl x'l-^xp, +1瓦xp2 + ikou + iru) 
二 1 x'(ik0 — i^xp, + (x'i-kxyl x'ivxp2 




h (r) = a2 + r0p[Qxx ( f t ) A + ( 1 - r0) (3'2QXX (/¾) /¾ + 2T0QXU ( f t ) ft 
+ 2 ( 1 - r 0 ) Qxu (p2)p2~B'A-lB 
—丁 [Pi + Qxi (Pi) Qxu (A)]' Qxx (A) [A + Q~xlx � Qxu (A)] 
c = 2B'A-lQxx (A) [A + Q"1 (A) Qxu (ft)] — B'A-lQxx (A) A~lB 
二- [A + Q-xlx (Pi) Q,u (Pi)}' Qxx (Pi) [ft + Q - i (A) (A)] 
丁 - [ 竿 + 孕 1 
or or or 
= -[Pi + Q^ (Pi) Qxu (A)]' Qxx (A) [A + Q"i (A) (A)] 
+254-1¾^ ( f t ) [ft + Q"1 ( f t ) QIU (A)] — B'A~lQxx ( f t ) A-1^ 
= — j Qii2 (A) [A + Q-J (ft) Qxu (A)] V J Qii2 (A) [A + (A) Qxu (A)] 1 
一 { -QLJX"(PI)A-LB J \ -QLJX2{^)A-'B > 
< 0 
OTZ OT OT OR 
=-P[QXX (A) A—ic - Qxu (f t) A ^ C + B'A~lQxx (A) A ^ C 
-B'A~LQXX (/¾) A~LQXX (A) A~LB 
+ B'A~lQxx (/¾) ( f t ) A-1 [Qxx (A) (f t) ft + Qxu (/¾)] 
= _ 2 \ Qxx ( A ) ^ - 1 ^ V J Qxx {P^A-'B 1 
1 - [Qxx (Pi) A + Qxu (ft)] j \ - [Qxx (A) fh + Qxu (A)] J 
< 0 
As ^RSSt (r) = + + IYoXp2 + [ / - - 4Xf t [ r T ] | | 2 
=+[[/'[/ + P'.X'I^XP, + P'2X'ITOXP2 + PL[TT]X'IKXPL[TT] + P2[rT)X'I-KXP2[TR] 
-2p1[TT]X'IkXpl — 2p2[TT]X' (Iko — 4) Xfh - 2p2[TT]X'IvXf32\ 
41 
[h.xp, + IvX(52 - ikxpl[TT] — kXp2[rT]) 
By assumptions (^ 11) to (/19) and triangle inequality, we have: 
sup U/?55T(r) - / z ( r ) 
S sup \^U'U-a2 + sup (3[ Ux'lk0x - r0Qxx) (5, 
re[T,T0} rG[r,r0] v J 
+ sup \P'2[^X'I^X-(l-r0)Qxx (ft)lft 
TG[l，T0j � 
+ sup l^U'h.XP, — 2r0Qxu (A) /¾ + sup - 2 ( 1 - r 0 ) Qxu (/¾) /¾ 
T \^Z>To\ rG[T,ro] 
^h[rT]X'IkXPl[TT] - ^ ^ X ' h X P , — ^U'IkXPl[rT\ 
十 sup 
rG[l'To1 +T [Pi + Qxu (A)] ' Qxx [A + Qxu (A)] 
+ sup hrhrT)X'I-kXP2[TT] — I (p2[TT]X' (Iko - 4 ) Xpx + p2[rT)X'I^Xp2) 
= o p (1) since each individual term above is op (1). 
Therefore ^RSST (r) converges uniformly to a concave function of r for r E 
[r，r0]. 
For 
丁 € (TQ, r], the following properties hold: 
� Ikh0 = 4 � 
(2) = h - 40 
(3) h h 0 = 0 
� h ^ = h 
Define 
D = r0Qxx (Pi)i-{T-r0)Qxx (f t) 




Pl[rT) = (x'hxy'x'hY 
= ( X ' I K X Y L X % ( I K O X � + IROX(H + IK0U + I^U) 二 D-'E 
hrT] = (X'I'kX)~l X'l^Y 二 ft + ( f t ) Qxu (A) 
Using a similar trick, we can show that sup ^RSSt (r) — h (r) = op (1) 
rG(r0,r] 
where 
h (r) = (J2+r0p[Qxx (A) A + ( l - r0) 0'2QXX (/¾) ^2r,Qxu ( f t ) ft+2 (1 — r0) Qxu (/¾) /¾ 
—(1 — t) [A + Q-i (/¾) Qxu (P2)\' Qxx (/¾) [A + Q-,1 (/¾) Qxu (P2)}-E'D~'E 
dh (t) � , d2h ( r ) 
> 0 and < 0 
OT OTZ 
Combining the above results, we prove the uniform convergence for the region 
[r，〒]. i . e . , 
sup_ 1 ^ ^ ( 7 ) - ^ ( 7 ) 
< sup 1 ^ ^ ^ ) - / 1 ( 7 ) + ^RSST(T0)-h{T0) 
TG[r,r0) 
+ SUPr€(r0,r] — II (T)\ = Op (1) 
Since the minimum of h (r) takes place at the true break point, which implies: 
TT = Arg min ^RSST (r) -^Arg min h (r) = r0 
= A[T0T] + op (1) ft + Q~xl ( f t ) Qxu ( f t ) 
h[7TT\ = A[roT] + 0P (1) ft + Q~l ( f t ) Qxu ( f t ) 
This proves Theorem 1. • 
i 
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Proof of example 1.2 
The true model is: 
PiQt + elt for t = 1,2,..., k0 
Pt = > 
[ h q t + e l t f o r i = + 1 , . . . , T J 
Qt = liPt + y2yt + e2t for t = 1,...,T 
Assumptions for stationarity are as follows: 
[rT] 
{AV) + E Vt 二 ra2y uniformly for 丁 G [0，1] 
‘ [ r T ] 
(A2') 1 ^ £ 2 u r a j uniformly for r E [0,1] 
[rT] 
{A3') ^ E 4 t r a l uniformly for r G [0,1] 
[rT] 
(A4') 乙 ^itS2t 二 TG\2 uniformly for r e [0,1] t=l 
[RT] 
{Aro') ^ E yt£it A 0 uniformly for r G [0，1] t=\ 
[tT] 
+ E yte2t 厶 0 uniformly for r € [0，1] 
亡==1 
( ^ ) VT p E - ralj => Byy (r) 
厂([tT1 \ 
(A8') VT E 4 - raj) 4 Bu (r) 
� ( 1t71 \ 
VT U E ^ - R ^ J =>B22(T) 
( 扇 ' ) V t (+ ：菅 eue2t - T(712) ^ B12 (r) 
[TT] 




忐 E yte2t ^ By2 (r) 
where Byy (T), Bn (T), B22 (T), B12 (r), Byi (r) and By2 (T) are Gaussian pro-
cesses with zero mean and finite variances. 
The reduced form is: 
Pt = yz^i [P\l2Vt + £\t + P\S2t] for t = 1,2,..., k0 
Qt = [l2Vt + l\S\t + e2t] for t = 1,2,...,/c0 
Pt = [(^2l2Vt + £it + Pie^t] for t = k0 + l,..., T 
Qt = y z ^ - [l2Vt + i\E\t + £2t] for 力=/c0 + 1，..., T 
Define: 
F = ^Wy + + 4 + 71^ 12 
G = + cri2 
= PILL 
I<2 = I - "271 
I < = 1 - h i if P i = P 2 
Obviously, we have: 
uniformly for r G [0, r0] 
( 2 ) 辜 E ,2 ^ (i _ T ) i ^ L t ^ 
t=[rT] + l P 2 7 1 
= ( 1 — r ) ( 最 ) uniformly for T G (TO, 1] 
[rT] 9 n , � 
uniformly for r E [0, r0] 
⑷‘』+产二 ( 1 - ” [ 樂 ] = ( 1 - ” (匐 
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uniformly for r G (r0,1] 
(
5
) 外 [ l � 2 - T ⑷ 卜 A ) 
(6) ^ (+ M 7 | 1 + 1 老-(1 - T) ( £ ) ) 4 B;q � — B ; (r) 
( 7 ) ^ ( ^ [TZ Q t S u - r ( - ^ ) ) = > B q l (r) 
(8) VT ( l � + i 购 - ( 1 - r ) ( 是 ) ) ^ % � - B ; 1 (r) 
where Bqq (r), B*q (r), Bql (r), B*ql (r) are Gaussian processes with zero mean and 
finite variances 
For T E [ r , r 0 ) , 
^ /JrTj \ -1 [[rT] ] 
A[rT] = E E Qt (PiQt + 〜） A A + F-'GK, \t=\ J t=i 
- (1¾1] 9 T Y f [r0T] T 1 
A[rT] = E qh E qt) E qt + E qt (A^ + £u) 
\t=[rT]+l t=[r0T]+l ) t=[r0T] + l 
义 F—1 ( ^ f + _ ) — 1 [F ( / 3 , ^ + A ^ f ) + ^ ) ] 
¥lSST (T) = + E (pt 一 Pl[rT)qt) ++ E (pt - p2[rT)qt)2 + E [pt ~ 冲 f 
1=1 � ' t=[rr)+l V ' t=[r0T] + l V ' ) 
T �2[TT] n 2 [roT] 
4 + \ {Pl[rT) — Pi) E A — /?2[rT]) E ^ 
t=zl t=l \ ‘ t=[rT] + l 
1 / N2 T , X [TT] 
+ T (/¾ — /?2[rTl) E + I "1 一 Pl[rT}) E 抓U 
+ | (iP - ft[rT]) E qtSlt + P2[rT}) E qtElt 
二 4 -哼—(背 + 背广(^！ + 皆)2 F-1G2 
+(背+背广(背)(背)巧A -/¾)2 






+ (背 + 背广（背）（贊）(A - /¾)2 (F — 2G7l) 
=f h (丁) 
dh{r) _ F ^+¾^ J2^ (守)2队-糾犯71) 
T — 一[{^-wh“ J (背+专）吟 
— 历 — / ? 2 ) 2 ( f - G 7 i ) 2 
= ^ < 0 
(背+考)啡 
d2h (T) -2(^f)2(/3i-/92)2(F-G7i)2 
加2 — + ) ^  ~ 0 
For r G (r0,r] 
八 f[roT] [rT] \ RroT] [rT] 1 
A[rT] - E qh E of E qt(Piqt + elt)+ E qt(lhqt + £u) 
\ t = l t=[r0T] + l ) [¢=1 t=[r0T] + l 
^ 广1 (奇 + ^ f ) " 1 [厂(A奇 + A ^ f ) + + ^ )； 
hrT] = [ E g?) E qtX(hqt + e u ) 厶 P2 + F4GK2 
\t=[rTj+l / [t={rT} + l _ 
fRSST (T) = ^ E [pt - Pi[rT)qt)2 + f e' (Pt — Pl[rT]qt)2 + E (pt~ P2[rT)qtY 
亡=1 t=[rT]+\ 
+ (奇 + 背 ) — 1 � ( 背 ) ( A - /¾)2 (F - 2 G 7 l ) 
=f h (T) 
dh{r) �d2h (丁) ^ 
> 0 and < 0 
or or2 
So, ^ R S S t (T) converges in probability to a piecewise concave function of r. 
Its minimum should take place at the true change point, which implies: 
- p 
TT — T0 
t 
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工 风 + 2 2 ? 1 : a i 2 2 — — ( i - “ l 7 l ) 
T
 7 2 ^ 5 + 7 1 ^ 1 + ^ 2
2
 + 7 1 ^ 1 2
 v n J 
P2?t 二 /¾ + -2 2  7 l 1  + ai2 2——(1 一 " 2 7 l ) 7 72^ + 71^ 1 + 2^ + 71^ 12 ) 
> S S T ( f T ) 二 a 2 - 2 2 ( ’ ? + ， ) 2 _ _ _ 1 + 71^ 1 + 2^ + 71^ 12 
Proof of example 1.3 when we estimated yt = j§lrxtl {t < k}+p2Txtl {t > k} 
T 1 , , , . f Pi^t + P^Zt + et for ^ = 1,2,...,/c0 1 
丄 he true model is yt — ( l 
[P2X t + P3zt + et for t = /c0 + 1,...,T J 
Assumptions for stationarity are as follows: 
[rT] 
( A l � ) 4 E X2T A T(J2X uniformly for r G [0’ 1] 
[rT] 
(A2〃）^ E ^2 ^ T(T2Z uniformly for r G [0,1] 
� 1 [tT] P 
(y43")亍 E Ztxt T(JZX uniformly for r G [0，1] 
t=i 
[TT] 
(M") ^ Z ra 2 uniformly for r G [0，1] 
[rT] 
( Z 5 〃 ） + E Xt£t 上 0 uniformly for r G [0,1] 
[TT] 
(舶")f E Zt£t 二 0 uniformly for r € [0，1] 
For r e [r,r0], 
八 F[RT] \ - 1 HtT] 1 
A[rT] = ( E x]\ ^ Vt Wixt + £u) 二 /¾ + 宽/¾ 
3 (卜071 T � - 1 � [t0T1 T 1 
P2[TT]==\t-^Xt+f 樣 〜 + 〜 ） + E xt(p2xt-^elt) 
\t=[rT}+l t=[r0T] + l / ^ = ^ ^ 1 + 1 t=[r0T]+l 
^RSST,(T) = i E [YT - Pl[TT]xt)2^ E1 (YT - P2[TT]XT)\ £ U - 02lrT}xt)2 
t=1 t=[rT}+l V J f=[r0T] + l V ‘ ‘ ‘ 
t 
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T 0 . x 2 [rT] , N2 [t0T1 
=E 4 + f (^[rT] -Pi) E ^ + ^ (A — P2[rT]) E 
t = l t=l t=[rT] + l 
2 T 卜 
+ + (/¾ — hrT]) E 4 + 辜 E W3Zt)2 
+ 1 E ( A — Pl[rT}) XtZtp3 + I t_[TE ( A — p2[rT\) XtZt(5Z 
T 八 
+ | E (A - P2\TT\] XtZt(33 + Op (1) t=[r0T] + l \ ‘ 
A V + P W Z + + (T�-(I%_T°) (fe - ft)2 ai 
=fh(r) X X X 
d h (T) — -( l - rof ( n 
—Q^R - (HTT W - PI) ^X < 0 
9 2 , 1 ( T ) -2( l-ro)2 ( n ^ n 
- ^ 2 - = (l-rf (饬 一 Pi) < 0 
For T G ( t 0 , t ] 
/[roT] [rT] \ —1 \[r0T) [rT] ] 
Pl[rT) = E E X2t) E Xt {plXt + + E Xt {P2Xt + Et) 
\ ^=1 t=[roT] + l ) [«=1 t=[T0T} + l 
二 ？ A + ^ / ¾ + T�FH 
K t ) =[ T ^ ) T 工t (P2Xt + £t)\ 二 & +，/¾ 
\T=[TR}+\ J ^=1^ 1+1 J 1 
1 / � 1 'r°T'( 八 \ 2 / 八 T ( 八 v 2 
TRSST(T) = f E [Vt - Pl[rT)Xt) E [Vt - Pl[rT}Xt) + E "t — /¾卜71而 
t=l V J t=[T0T)+l V J t=[Tri + i V J 
=f h (T) 
dh ( T ) � n J d2h ( r ) � 
So, ^ R S S T (T) converges in probability to a piecewise concave function of 丁. Its 





PlrT + ^ f / ¾ 
1 
Proof of example 1.3 when we estimated yt = plTztl {t < k}-\~P2Tztl {t > k} 
For T € [r, r0]， 
八 (\rT\ \ -1 \[rT] 1 
Pl[rT] 二 ( E X2A g yt (PlXt + 〜 ） 二 /¾ + 贺f32 
3 (卜O7L T 9 � — 1 � [ R 0 T L T ] 
^[rT] = E E ^2 E ^ (PlXt + £lt)+ E ^ {Pl^t+Su) �Hr7l + l t=[r0r] J L^t^l + l t=[r^T}+l � " 
fRSST (丁) = f E {yt - Pl[rm)2+f [Tf! {yt - h\rT\Xt)2 + f； U — &[rT]^^ 
上 一 + PWzr0 + (5WZ (1 — r 0 ) - r ^ i - ^ [(r0 — r) /¾ + (1 - r0) /¾2 
=f h (r) 
For r G (r0 ,r] 
3 /[r^l [tT] y l RroT] [rT] I 
^ = S xt+ t ^t E 而(A^ + st)+ E 而(A^t + et) \ t = l t=[r0TH-l ) Lf=1 f=[ToT]+l 二 A + ?驽A +〒赏/¾ 
八 ( T X \ “1 T T 1 
^[rT] = E 4 E Xt {plXt + E t ) 工 /¾ + ^ f t 
\t=[TT]+l j [t=[rT]4-l 4 
T R S S T (r)=丰 E {yt - Pi[RT)XT)\^ E (yt - A 卜 … ) 2 + £ (YT 一 p2[TT]Xt)2 




dh (r) � , d2h (r) n > 0 and - ~ Y < 0 
OT OTZ 
So J, B,SST (r) converges in probability to a piecewise concave function of r. Its 
minimum should take place at the true change point, which implies: 
- p 
rT — r0 
h T 二 A + ^ f A 
^ x 
^ R S S r (rT) A ? + r 0 p y z + ( 1 - r 0 ) 制 - - ( 1 - r0) 丄 ^X 汀I 
Proof of Theorem 2 
Since rT =Arg min RSST (T) =Arg min [RSST (T) - RSSr (T0)], we first invest,I-
RE[I，〒j TG[T,T] 
gate the asymptotic behavior of RSST (丁) — RSST (to). 
For 丁 < t0, 
hrT] = [X'(I - IK)X}~1 X'(IKQ - IK)XPX 
+ [X'(I — 1 X'(I — IKO)X02 + [X'(I — IK)X)~L XV — IK)U, 
RSST (r) 一 RSSR (R0) 
=(u'ikox) (x'ikoxyl (xfikou) - (u'ikx) (x'hxy1 (xfiku) 
- 2 [p2[rT] — Pi)' X'(Ik0-Ik)U+{p2[TT] — P,)'X'(Iko-Ik)X {p2[TT] (T) — ft) 
i 
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、一 (ft[r0T] - /¾) X'(I — Ik0)X (A[toT] - A ) 
=(U'h0x) (x'ikoxyl (X'ik0u) - (U'ikx) (x'hxy1 (x'iku) 
— 4 。 ) 寧 ( / - 刷 1 
I +U'(I-Ik)X[X'(I-Ik)X}-1 j 
r ( ^ - P ^ X ' i l - I ^ X i X ^ I - I ^ X ] - 1 \ � 
, A \H0 —丄K)入 
+ v -hU'(i-ik)x[x'(i-ik)x}-1 J > 
( — 4)^-1 X'(I - h0)x (/¾ -A) \ y 
� ( ^ [ X ' ( I - I k ) X } - l X ' ( I - I k ) U j 
(Pi - P2)' X'(ik0 — Ik)X IX'(f - Ik)X}~1 + � 
- 2 U'(I — Ik)x [X\I - Ik)xyl X'(I - Ik0)u 
-U'(I-Ik0)X[X'(I-Ik0)X}-1 
r V J � 
(A — h)'x\iko — ik)x [X'(I - Ik)x]-1 
+U'(I — Ik)X [X'(I - I^X}-1 X'(I — Ik0)X 
+ [ -U'(I-Ik0)X[X'(I-Ik0)X}-1 j ^ 
[ — I^xr1 X'(ik0 — ik)x(A-A) 1 ^ 
i-[X'(I - Ik)X]~l Xf(I - Ik)U 
� [ ~ [ X ' ( I - IKO)X}~1 X'(I - IK0)U 
=(U'ik0x) (x'ikoxyl (X'ik0u) — (U'ikx) [X'hxy1 (x%u) 
+2 (02 — pxy x'(ik0 - ik)x [x'(i — ik)xyl x v - ik0)u 
- 2 (/¾ — A) ' xf(i — i j x [X'(i —刷-1 x'(ik0 一 ik)u 
+ 饬 - - ‘ - 7 讽 — m 1 的 - � 
1 x i x i i - i ^ x y ' x ' i i - i ^ x j 
+[/'(/ — IJX [X'(I — Ik0)X}~1 XV - Ik0)u 
-U'(I - Ik)X [X'(I - Ik)X}~1 X'(I — Ik)U 
i 
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To derive the limiting distribution of rT for shrinking shift, we let v be a finite 
constants and 2: be a (/c x 1) vector. (32T = ——7^==, where .z 一 0 as 
T — > 0 0 . To reduce notational burden, we write as /¾. 
For the region r = r0 + iJ^p- where f < 0, we have the sum of the 1st and 
2nd terms of the last equality equal op (1) since ( U ' I k o X ) [X'IkoX]~l (U'IkoX)— 
(U'IkX) [X'IkX]-L (X'IkU) = op � . S i m i l a r l y , the 
sum of the 5t.h and 6th term 
of the last equality are also op (1). We also have [X'(I - Ik)X]~l X'{I-Iko)X 1 
RSST (r) — RSST (r0) 
f X'(Ik0-Ik)X[X'(I-Ik)X}-lX'(I-Iko)U \ 
=2((^2 - PI) , 
V - X V - H0)X [X'(I — IK)X}~1 X'(IK0 一 IK)U ) 
+ (/¾ _ ft)' X(IKO — IK)X (/¾ — ft) + 0 p (1) 
F ( X'(IK0 - IK)X [X'{I - IK)X)~L X'(I - IK0)U \ � 
V - ( r o - T ) QXX ( A ) [X'(I 一 I^X]-1 X'(I - IKO)U ) 
OM ( - IK0)X[X'(I - IK)X]-1 X'(IK0 - IK)U \ 
= 2(FJ<2- A ) -
\-(ro~ r) X'(I - IJX [X'(I - Ik)X]~l Qxu (A) j 
+ ( (r0 - r) Qxx ( f t ) [X'(I - Ik)X}~1 X\I - Ik0)U \ 
� \ - ( r 0 - r ) X'(I - IJX [X'{I - I^X}'1 Qxu (A) ) ^ 
+ (/¾ — ft)' X'(IKO — IK)X (/¾ - FT) + OP (1) 
(綺[X'(h0 - h)x — (r0 — r) QIX (ft)] (A) Qxu ( A ) � 
= - (卜,¾)鋒)(X'(IK0 — IK)U - (r0 — r) (A)) > 
,((TO—T)(l—T0)QIUQ3�)_ ( r 0 - T ) ( \ - T 0 ) Q x M ) \ 
l 卞 V (1-TO) 一 (1-r) J , 
^z'X'(Ik0-Ik)Xz + op(l) 
i 
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二 2 ^ | [义'(4�— IK)X — (TO — r) QXX (A)] Q-i (A) QXU {(5,) | 
硕 \ — � X V k 0 一 Ik)U — (T0 - r) Qxu (A)) J 
+ ^F)z'X'(Ik0-Ik)Xz + op(l) 
4 2z'BXX (卜,| Q^1 (Pi) Qxu (A) - 2z'BXU + M z'QXX (A) Z 
where BXX (•), BXU (•), for each given value of (3, are two independent Brownian 
motions defined on the non-negative half real line R+. 
Similarly, for r = T0 + v^p- and v > 0, we have: 
RSST (T) - RSST (r0) 
= 2("2 — ^ ( h - h 0 ) X [ X ' ( I - I k ) X ] ~ l X ' ( I - I k 0 ) U � 
: 1 v -XV 一 � ) x l x v — 刷 x y k — Ik0)u J 
+ (A - Pi)' X'(Ik — IJX (/¾ — (3,) + op (1) 
=2 I - I J X - ( r - r 0 ) Qxx (/¾)] Q-,1 (/¾) Qxu (/¾) 1 
俩 \ - (X'(h — Ik0)U -(丁- To) Qxu (/¾)) J 
^ z ' X ' ( I k - I k 0 ) X z + op(l) 
� 2z'BXX (V: /¾) Q~L (/¾) QXU (/¾) - 2Z'Bxu (V, /¾) + vz'QXX (/¾) 
where BXX (•), BXU (.), for each given value of /3, are two independent Brownian 
motions defined on the non-negative half real line R+. Applying the Continuous 
Mapping Theorem for argmax functional, we have: 
J n [rT ~ to) = vT =Arg min [RSST (r) — RSST (r0)] 
V 
乂 u V H ( 卜 , 1 ' f t ) +1叫^ 'Qxx(A)2) — 
. I 2z'Bxx(v^2)Q^(P2)QXU{P2) \ r 
Arg mm for t; > 0 
� v \ -2z'Bxu {v^2)^vz'Qxx (P2)) 
This prove theorem 2. • 
i 
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Proof of Corollary 2.1 
For r < r0, 
|T0T] T T 
E ^ E 9t2 E 
3 O [rT) + \ n [r0r] + l , [rT) + l 
P2[TT} = P\— ^ P2~T 1 T 
E ^ E ^ E ^ 
[rT) + l [tT] + 1 [rT] + l 
RSST (T) - RSST (TO) ？1^1 V ,州�2 〒叫 G , [roT] 
= 一 H ^ - 一 2 ^[rT] - A E QtSt 
1 1 
\2 iToT] ^ X T 
+ (/^ 2[rT] - PI) E QT ~ 2 (/32[rT] ~ /?2[r0T] J E 购 
+ [(A[rT] - A ) ' - (ft[r0T] - A ) ' ] E q2t L J [toT]+1 
广丨^i y f [rT] � 2 / ^ 2 ^ \ 
E qtet E ^ t L ^ E ^ [ToT] _ V 1 / V j / o (P fD \ KoTl+1 丨丨T71+1 n _ 
—� [ r 0T] [rT] 1 1^ 2 ~ Pi j — 1 T L Qt^ t 
1 1 \ (tT] + 1 [tT] + 1 / 
/ T T \ 2 
E W E _ r T] 
+ + E qt 
E ^ E ^ 刚十1 
\ ItTHI [TT] + I / 
/ 1^0 T] R T \ 
E E etqt E _ 
—2 + E qt£t 
E E E [toT1+1 
\ [tT] + 1 [TT] + 1 [r0T] + l / 
( [t0T] T \ 2 ( T \ 2" 
E � E _ E _ T 
+ iPl 一 P2j — f 1 T - T L Qt 
E ^2 E E 
\ [tT] + 1 (rT] + X / \ [T0r] + 1 ) 
/ L \ 2 J 
/ lT0j) \ /[rT] \ 2 / 丨 T T [r0T] \ 
( E ^ t ) E W E 购一 E W E 
_ V 1 / V 1 / . 0 / /3 fD \ l^TH 丨T0T1 + 1 丨T0T1 + 1 [TT] + 1 |t0T] |rT] 丁厶、M2 叫 f 1 1 \ [tT]4-I / 
i 
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T [r0T] ( T \ 2 ( T \ 2 
E q � E ^ E ^ E 鄉 
+ +v�了 / - V'^；1 / 
E ^ E ^ E ^ 
[tT]+I [T0thi [rT]+i 
To derive the limiting distribution of ？T for shrinking shift, we let z and v be 
finite constants, 3 2 t = A H——7^ ==, where A———> 0 as T —> CXD. 
For the region r = r0 + v^fA and 7; < 0, we have the sum of the 1st and 2nd 
terms of the last equality equal op (1) since 
( ^ q t £ t ) ( E ^ J (？qt£t) f ] E^t 
[T0T] — [rT) ：二 丨 r0T) 1 — "FT)~~ 
E ^ E t^ \ E <7tet / 
1 1 1 \ \ 1 / 1 / 
= ( ¾ � ( 1 - (1 - 0 p (1))2 (1 + 0 p � ) ) = 0 p (1) 
Similarly, the sum of the 5th and 6th term of the last equality are also op (1). 
We also have 
T 
E ^ 
[t0T]-H V 1 ~ j , L 
E ^ 
\rT) + l 
RSST (T) — RSST (T0) 
/ 卜0力 T r [r0T] \ 
E E qtet— E 9? E 肿t 丨 】 
= lrrl+1 lToTl+1 TlT°rl+1 + ( ^ - / ¾ ) 2 e \ 2 + 0 p ( I ) 
\ [rT] + l / 
/ 
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 ) Tsc E3(u—)s>丨二？？—hh4 
= (cc。！,£、—
 c % 
Eh)-!->
 h 一 ^^ ―
广
 EEEsh
 二 2 u „ 0 
T.T + 5E u + E丄(ch� 
、 / Ehu 一 -±u 一 ^ ) VV ^ u 







 召b u ？? 
V c! J, } / h+E V 
= EEE 1 ^ EE E \s —芩z" 




h h 上(ccEh/ 
/ T + uh
 V ^ u VV ^ ^ 
~1+¾
 h+hh
 一 ^― 







/ [rT] T T [rT] \ 
E ^ E 她 — E E 购 [tTi = 2 ( f t - f t ) 丨 柳 1 [r°rl+1 T 丨T�T1+1 刚“ +(^- /5 , ) 2 E € + ¾ � E ^ 
\ [tT] + 1 j 
R (\\v\9{T)]-l \ A 
= 2 ^ i 广丨丨咖⑵卜1 \ ^ 
y/^F) j - I E Qko-t-ieko-t 一（丁 — To) RqE 1 | 
I ((r-T0)Rqq(l-T0)Rq, — (T-T0)Rqe(l-T0)RqQ\ 
� 丁 V (l~T0)Rqq (l~r)Rqq J 
2 N(T)]-1 
4 2 z I t B * M — 2嗎(…I) + \v\z2Rqq = 2zp%q(\v\) 一 2 瑪 � I ) + 
Applying the Continuous Mapping Theorem for argmax functional, we have: 
(rT — r0) - vT =Argmin [RSST (r) - RSST (r)] 
d j I气min (2z，Bqq (卜|) — 2zBql (|叫）+ |叫 z2^) for ^ < 0 1 
Argmin (2z^B%q (”) - 2zB*ql (”) + |”| z2^) for ” > 0 ' 
Arg min [ (…!） ^ f " < 0 
二
 u V -2购(卜丨)+ M … T f 1 2 J _ ^ 
柳 m i n ^ ¾ ^ ¾ 5 - ( for ” > 0 
I u v - 2 邵 � + H ^ 272^+7；%；；2+71"2 J ‘ 
Proof of Theorem 3: 
=VT (A[tT] - p1[rT]) = Vf {(X'l-.X)-1 X'i-ku — (x'ikx)~l X'iku) 
‘ { X ' l - k x y l X'I-kU-(l-r) ^X'I-kX)~l Qxu ( P ) � 
= 叫 + (1 - T) ^X'I-kX\l Qxu (P) - r ^x'lkx)~l Qxu (/3) > 




= VFL 4- (^X'L^XY1 (^X'IKX - R^X'X) ( ^ X ' H X Y 1 QXU (/?) > 
、 一 ( y / f c X ) 一1 [^X'IkU — tQxu (")] ‘ 
‘ ^x'l-kxyl [^X'I-kU - (I - r)Qxu(p)} � 
—Ux'ikx)~l \^xfiku — rQxu (p) 
=VT � \ J • > 
+ ( ^ x Y 1 -X'IkX - , Ux%xYl Qxu w 
�� J [ ~ r [^X'X - QIX (/3)] j VT ) 
Define BA (t) = BXU (r) - BXX (r) Q^1 (/3) QXU (/¾) is a vector Gaussian Pro-
cesses, 
q “ _ J _ n - w m f rBxu(\J)-Bxu{r^) \ 
^1[tT] =^ —7\ZsQxx IP) , , T (1 - T) V — d ( 1 ^ ) — �T,m Qxi (P) Qxu w j 
Under H0： A = = 
= T ^ S S T ( T ) ^2[TT] _ ^rT])'X'X (g2[rT) - g1[rT]) 
^ (rBA ( 1 ^ ) - Ba {T^))'Q-xI (TBA (1,/3) - BA (r ,^)) 
r ( l - r ) [^-Qxu (P) Q-^(P) Qxu (/?)] 
By the Continuous Mapping Theorem, we have: 
59 
sup (r) ^ sup  { t B a ^llUzlAillM9A (丁仏 ill^h：  Ba (丁, P)) 
re\r,r} r 6 [r ,r ] ^ (I - T) — Qxu (/?) Q^ (/?) Qxu (/?)] 
This prove theorem 3. • 
Proof of Corollary 3.1: 
V T ( f t f r T ] - A [ t T ] ) 
= ^ ( k A
 1 f h 一 (它 4 1 (¾1 
\t=[rT} + l J \t=[rT} + l J \t=l J \t=l J 
U E � U E ^ u - a - r ) ^ 
\ t=[rr)+i ) V « = K 1 + 1 K 
‘ r / [TTJ 2 f \ ‘ 
厂 ( , T � � - 1 T ^ ^ - ( [rT] \ ~ l 
= E q ) V r T \ U E qA f 
( [ r T ] \ “ 1 / [rT] \ 
- S ‘ 
Define BA (r) = Bqu (r) 一 Bqq ( r ) � 
历(^[rT] - Kt\) ^ T ^ y ( J ) [rBA � — 私 ( r ) ] 
Under H0 of no structural break, /¾ 二 /¾ = /3 
w T ( r ) = (p2lrT]—成丨T r 1)2 s ⑴ ^ I i g d ⑴ 二 仏 ( i l l ! ( F \ l 
By the Continuous Mapping Theorem, we have: 
i 
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W , � D [TBA{1)-BA (T)}2 F F\~L sup WT (r) —sup - \ 1 , ~ v / J �—— 
ret.r] rG[2>] T ( l - T ) ( a 2 — f ) \ K 2 J 
=c(rB(l)-B(r))2 _ (B£{r)l 
r ( l - r ) r ( l - r ) 
(1-^71)2varfBql(r)-Bqq(r) 
where C V ^+^+^+^12 J _ 
Proof of theorem 4 
Under assumptions (BL) to (B6) 
Define -
知 = ( » ， ! + (2収)A二ft 
+ ( ( A S ) _ 1 A ~ ) 队 ⑴ - ^ (r)) 
= ( / Ax°°xA + ( 2 • + 1 W = 2 d } ^ � — ( T ) ) 
= Q j A - ^ + 1 = 24 (r) 
For r = [I] € [r,r0], 
WRSSt M =忐 \\hoXp, + IvX(52 + U- IkXpl[TT] — I^Xp2[rT]\\2 
-^{rr^'hXp, - 2P2{tT]X' ( 4 0 一 Ik) XP, - 2p2[rT]X'IrXp2} 
i 
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+ 長u' (h0xpl + ITQX(32 — IKXPL[RT] — HXP2[RT]) 
6 
Asymptotically, ^ R S S t (^) m 
i=l 
Ml = ^u'u =>nuu{i)i{^ = 2d} 
时 = j ^ W f k L VtaLP, => (A^) (J (A二) A 
= ( ^ K h ' ^ ^ J ) x/TAlxft => /¾ Q (A-) ft 
FM = ALX A^I X'HXHTJ ALP1[TT] — ALXA^ X'IKXA~J ALP, 
-^•U' I k XA~jALp 1 [ T T ] 
=“Y'hX (X'IkX)~l K\xK~Jx'IkXMhL {X'Ikxyl X'IkY 
- ^ y ' h x (x'hxy1 A i ^ x ' h X A ' h l ^ 
~ ^ U ' I K X H R X H I (x'ikxyl X%Y 
( / ^ ¾ ) (AS) PI + ((AS)""1 AS) ^ u (R) 
� ( i ( 1 (A二 ft + ( ( 八 二 A - ) ‘ (T)| 
JL _i , _ i 
M5 = , 八知八a^ X'Jp^ 八u2 
t 
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T 丨 I + 逸 i T T ] A ! a ； 八 J 
=知 Y � X {x'i-kxyl ALAJX'I^XA^AL ( X ' L ^ X Y 1 X'I^Y 
2 f Y'l^X {X'l^X)-1 aLaJx' (/fco - ik) x d h L p � 1 
一两 j +Y'i-kx (x'i-kxyl dcA~Jx'ir0xArxhLfh J . 
� 1 i - 1 
=> - A ; T J N ' X N X A 1 T 
_ T _ 
Me = + 
� 2n;u (to) (A二 (h + 2 (nxu � — ( r 0 ) ) ' (A二 p2 
where 
Therefore, ^ R S S T (r) A —…(r) = ^ (r) ’ where 
^o = Ml + M2 + ^3 + /^ 6 
= ^ u u (1) 1 w = 2 d ) + P'l (AS) { J 吵 x ) (AS) A 
+/¾ (A二 ( 2 K ^ ) (AS) A 
+2 (nxu (r0))' (A二 ft + 2 (Qxu (1) - n x u (r0))' (A~) ft 
i 
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(T) = AM + "5 
( / (A二 A + ((AS)"1 Ku) ‘ (r) f � 
‘ [ i ( l ( a 二 a+((a二 
_ 1 "I 一 1 
+A'1T j A l r 
.T 一 
= 仏 ⑴ = T1T + A'1T ( j ^ ¾ ) Alr 
Using Triangle Inequality and assumption B2, B4, we have: 
sup 無RSS ( r + i ) - ^RSS (r) 
丁 e[I’T0j 
TipPl^^xx^xx X'I^XAxx Axi/3i(r) 
—sup . 1 i i i 
作 t ’ r � ] ( 备氐� X' kX KJ hLh 的 \ 
r 1 ^ l _ 1 _i i 
1 八, I _ I _ I L ^ 
T ^ X ' I ^ X A x x P i ( T ) 
< sup A 1 _1 二 i 
+ SUP , y T) 1 / 
I - I _ 1 1^. 
^ (^T+gAgxAa^X'/fc+iXAiz2 八li办i(T) + sup A 1 _1 _1 1 
i 
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長逸(r) Aii 八』X ‘ /石 X Ax 沒2 (T) 
+ sup 1 _l _l i ^ 
^[r,r0]-長�(T+辜）Ax2xAra5 X ' l ^ X K j Mx/32(r) 
忐 丄 � a L A j AL� 2 ( t ) 
+ SUP , ^ V T I _1 _1 ! ^ 
- ^ ^ ( r + i ) Alx/32(r) 
X八=2 X' 1孓_^Axx Aji/^2(7) 
+ SUP ^ V T ) I _! ! 
TGt
'
ro1 -忐巧卜 + )八知八口2 ； 丄 ） 
二 o T T 
For r G (T0,T], we define 
To 1 r r 
-0 J Lro 
= ( 2 化 化 ) + ( / 化 化 ) + 1 w = 2d} nxu (r) 
We have ^ R S S T ( r )兮 i90 - 扎 ( r ) 
扎 ( T ) = [ + ( ( A S ) _ 1 A ~ ) ( n i n ( l ) - n x u ( r ) ) j ^ 
K f ) 隨 ] > 
, [ r J [ + ( ( ^x ) " 1 Ax°°u) ( ^ u (1) 一 n x u (r)) J 
t 
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-T I "I 
+A'2T f A2T 
.0 . 
= K ( j " ^ ^ j T2 t + a '2 t ( j A2 t 
Furthermore, we have sup T^RSST (丁 + +) - ^ R S S t (T) 0 for T G (r0,r] 
TG(T0，〒] \ 7 
Combining the results above, we have: 
< sup -5-
TG[0,r0] ” \ TJ 
+ s u p RSST f r + i ) - RSST ( r ) 
r€(r0lr] ” \ U 
=S(l) 
To summarize, we prove 
( 1 ) ^ R S S t ( 
T) converges pointwise to a random function for all r G [r, r] 
( 2 ) sup_ 春RSST ( t + - ^ R S S T ( r ) 0 f o r r G [ r , r ] 
Therefore, ~jjRSST (r) converges uniformly to a function of r for r G [r,r] ie. 
^ R S S T (t) ^ ^ (r) ^ 如 — ( r ) 1 {r < r0}—如(r) 1 {r > r0} 
Case 1: When (A^)"1 A二 = 0, i9 (r) is greatly simplified, where 
t 
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^0 = P[ (AS) Q ( A r j A + /¾ (AS) Q (AS) /¾ 
/ r \ � 1 "j -1 
' 义 ⑷ = ( ^ / ^ x j (A^A + Ai, j a1 t 
扎 � = ( A S ) ( j ^ ¾ ) (A二 A + A!2t I A2t 
‘ = ( J ^ J (AS) ft 
A2r = Q 0'X0XJ (A-) A + Q j (A-) /32 
Consider the slope of (r) at r G [r, r0] 
dd (T) 
- ^ 1 = /¾ (AS) (AS) A - 2队(A-) n'xnx (AS) ft 
- a ; t j (^ / 'Ja!, 
^ = ) / ^ - ( } ¾ ¾ ) a 1 t n'xnx 
一 [ /1 � - 1 1 - ° 
a 1 t 
For 丁 G [r, r0] ’ i90 — (r) is non-increasing. 
i 
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Consider the slope of (r) at r G ( r 0 , r ] 
d H ) (AS)A - ( / ^ x ) A2 t n ' A 
+ r “ �-1 1 
( /^ ^ ' A j A2T 
For r G (r0, 1], i90 — (T) is non-decreasing. 
Therefore,办(丁) is a V shaped function for r G [T,T] with minimum at r0. 
For all r G [ r , r ] / r 0 , LIRN PT(^RSSt{T) > ^RSST (r0)) = 1. Tha t imply 
lim, P r ( f T G [ r , r ] / T o ) - ^ 0 . 
I —>00 
In other words, for any 0 < c < oo where lim 孕—0，lim Pr (r0 < f T < rn + c) 
" T->oo 1 T—oo v u — 1 u ' 
l.This prove the r consistency of the break-point estimator. 
To prove lim Pr (¾ = /c0) = 1. 
For some M st, 0 < M < oo, lim Pr (k + k0) =lim Pi ( k - k0 > M) + lim 
A � 7—oo \ J T-»oo V / r—oo 
Pr (o < /c0 - /c < M ) + lim Pi (o < k - k0 < M). 
\ Z T—>oo \ / 
By the above section, lim Pr (r0 < t t < r0 + c) ^ 1 as T -> oo or ^ = /cn + 
I —OO U 
Op (1) ’ then lim Pr (k - k0 > M) < e. 
T—*OO V / 一 
Consider lim Pv (o < k0 - k < M) 
T—*<XI \ J 
For the region T = r0 + 孕 where t; < 0, 
RSST (r) — RSST (r0) 
= X'(/fc0 - Ik)X [X\I - Ik)X]~l X'(I - Ik0)U I 
2 1 1 -XV - HQ)X [X\I — IK)xyL X'(IK0 - IK)u ] 
十(/¾ - A)' x(ik0 - ik)x (ft — ft) + 0p (l) 
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As Ivrn^ Pr (o < /c0 - fc < M) <lirri^ Pr {RSST (f) - RSST (r0) < 0) 
I" 2 (/¾ — A) ' ( X V k 0 — h ) X [ X ' { I — h ) X ] ~ l X ' { 1 — h o ) U ) I 
= & Pr V -XV — h0)X [X'(I - /OX]"1 X'(Ik0 - Ik)U ) <0> 
� _ + (/¾ - ft)' X(Iko — Ik)X ( f t - ft) + op (1). 
XVK0 — H)X [X'(I — IK)X]~L X'(I — IK0)U \ 1 � 
"Pi； 
=^00 Pr \ - h)U j <0> 
[ + (/¾ - Pi)' X(Ik0 - Ik)X (/¾ 一 A) + 0 p (1) 
PR 队(叉‘队。-1 洲 + (X(IK0 - IK)X) < 0] 
= ^ Pr {[Op (X(Iko - I^X)}-1 Op (X'(Ik0 - Ik)U) + 1<0) 
< 已 as [Op (X(Iko 一 Ik)X)]~l Op (X'(Ik0 - Ik)U) 二 0 
Therefore, lim Pr (o < k0-k < M) < e 
T—^OO V / — 
By considering the region r = r0+f； where v > 0, we have lim Pr (o < k - k0 < M) < 
T—*oo \ — )— 
£ 
Therefore, lim Pr (k + k0) =lim Pvfk-k0 > M) + lim Pr fo < /c0 - fc < A f W lim 八 7-+oo \ / T->oo V / T-^oo V u — / T ^ o o 
Pr (o < ^ - /c0 < M) < as T 00. These imply lim Pr (k = k0) = I 
T-+oo V / 
Case 2: When (八二广1 # 0， 
n f i � { ^ U ^ if d>\ 1 
Define d\ lxu = < \ 
1 ^'xdVoo if ^<d<\\ 
Consider the slope of i9 (r) for r e [r, r0]， 
i 
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( / ^ ¾ ) (AS) A + ((A-)"1 A - ) n j 
pm)— 1 吵力吵；)— 1 …咖)(仏)叫^ 
: � J ' [ ^ ( ( A ^ A ^ ^ J ^ 
^ ^ (AS) A + ((A-)"1 A - ) d n j � 
- 2 “ 、 一 1 「 ” \ 1 [ 、 [ I Hof (AS) “1 + (八二―1 A-) * ‘ 
+2 J ( ¾ ¾ (A-) A + ((AS)-1 A - ) dnxu] Q ^ ¾ ) 1 A1TJ 
- a ' 1 t 丨 G / n 'xnx) Q 1 j a 1 t 
= ^ + b + C = CI (T) 
where 
‘ � , � - l V � 
(Ax°°x) A + ( j ( (A-) - 1 a - ) 
( [ ( A S ) A + ( ^ 0 , ) - 1 ( (A-) - 1 dnxu]'n'xnx� 
{ ((AS)"1 A - ) � 
L - � 
+ ([ 肥 ) [ 11 
1L (¾ 仏)—yAS)—1A-) dnxu J X X[(化⑷-1 ( (A-) - 1 A - ) \ j 
({ ((AS)-1 A - ) ^ - ( ¾ ¾ ) ] ((AS)"1 AS) 
—• L 
({ ((^)-
1 八S)nxu — ( n ' A r 1 ((A-)"1 a - ) dnxu 
> o � 
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[(八二 A + ( ¾ ¾ ) - 1 ((AS)"1 Ku) dnxu]' 1 
1 [(AS) A + ( ¾ ¾ ) - 1 ((AS)"1 a s ) dnxu] J 
+ J [(AS) A + ( n ' A ) - 1 ( (A-)" 1 A - ) dnxu}' j 
1 ^ ^ [(A~)Pi + (n；^)-1 ( (A- ) - 1 A - ) dnxu] J 
二 0 
c = - a ; t I (^ } (^ } J A 1 t 
J [(AS) A + ( ¾ ¾ ) ^ ( (A- ) - 1 A - ) � 
j ^ ( } ¾ ¾ ) A l r ‘ 
_ ；' [(AS) Pi + ( ¾ ¾ ) - 1 ((AS)"1 Ku) dnxu}'�> 
< [(AS) /?! + ( ^ ^ ) - 1 ( (A- ) - 1 A - ) dnxu] > 
� /1 X"1 V 1 
(AS) A + (化O：)—1 ((AS)-1 dnxu - f / A 1 t n'xnx 
— S r — i � ] } 
(A二 A + (n'xnxyl ((A二―1 A - ) dnxu - ( J ^ ¾ ) A1T 
< o � 
Consider the slope of d (r) for r 6 (r0 ,f] 
， ^ � 二 糾 二 训 
( I ^ A ) ((AS)"1 Ku) [ ^ u � - ‘ (r)l 
\ / u L^ u L 工 
D _ - (^^)-1 ((AS)"1 a - ) dexu u r /i �-1 1 <o 
( j ^ x ^ J ( (AST 1 a - ) [nxu � - n饥 ( r ) ] 
� [ -(O；^)-1 ( (A- ) - 1 A - ) dexu j , 
i 
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� ( A S ) A + ( ( A S ) — 1 A - ) dQXU - F J N ' X N X ) ' A 2 T N ' X N X 
£/ < L � - � 
(Ax°°x) 01 + ⑴凡)—1 ((A^)"1 KU) DBXU - FJ ^ ¾ ) 1 A2 t 
> 0 � � 
Unlike the section above, ^ (r) may not be monotonic, before or after the break. 
Therefore, inconsistency may be resulted as the minimum of the criterion function 
may not occur at r0. Therefore, LIRN^ P ( fT = T0) ^ 1. These proves Theorem 4. • 
Example 4.1 Fractional Cointegration 
Consider a simple regression model with regressor followed some nonstationary 
fractional-process: yt = /3xxt * 1 {t < /c0} + (32xt * 1 > A:0} + ut 
where yt, xt is I (di) ,ut is I (d2) and dx>\ 
When dX> d2, AXX = T2dl and AXU = Td l + d 2 , the concentrated process 
become 
^ 0^0 (r) =f I (r 一 s广1 dB (s) for r E (0，1) 
fc r 
^ E UT ^ Ko (r) = ^ / (r - s)D dB (s) if 0 < d < ^ 
Therefore, for all r i , r 2 E (0,1) 
! [TRI] N 
[^OO (r)}2 
t=[Tr2\+\ JT2 
! l^il Ti 
E XTUT ^ / ^oo ( r ) DVOO 
1 t=[Tr2] + l JT2 
Using ijj = 2di, substitute the above into (T), we got 
i 
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• R S S t (r) ^ ^ ( r ) 暂 外 — ^ (r) 1 {r < r 0 } - 如 ( r ) 1 {r > r0} 
where 
TO 1 
A) = / [xoo(r)]2Ph I M f p l 
0 To 
7 {/[^oo W ] 2 A + / ^ o o ( r ) ] 2 / ? 2 l 
(r) = j [�(r)]2 A2 + ^ J ^ L 
0 J KC (R)]2 
- T 
V { [/[Xoo (r)]2] [x00(r)}2]p2\ 
^2 (r) = / [ � ( r ) ] 2 Pi + i i _ i _ 
丁 I [ ‘ (r)]2 
o 
- T° o 1 � 1 2 
洲 ( T ) / [ ^ o c W l ' A + J I x o o (r)]2/32 
= - A " " 1 ^ ^ M * l { r < r 0 } 
f [xoo (r)]2 
. T 
� T0 0 T o 1 2 
/ [ ^ c W ] 2 A + i > o o ( r ) ] 2 " 2 
+ ^ 7 - 7 ^ ‘ � * 1 { T � T 0 } 
/ [工�0 (r)]2 
Therefore, i9 (r) is a V-shaped function of r, with a minimum at r0. By 
theorem 4，HJN P = K0) = 1, as J XOO (r) DV^ do not appeared in IJ (r) or 
ip = 2di > d x d 2 . 
i 
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When 山 > > we have =^ U^ (r) = ^ f (r - 5 ) d _ 1 dB {s) if 
D>\ ° 
Therefore, for all n , r 2 G [0，1] ’ Axx = T2dl and Axu = Td2+dl’we have 
^Hh ^ XtUt ^ xoo (r) Uoo (r) 
t=[rn)+\ JTl 
Using ‘¢) = 2dX) substitute the above into (r), we got 
“ R S S t (T) ^ ^ ( r ) 外 一 ^ ( t ) 1 {r < r0} 一 ih (r) 1 {r > r0} 
where ( r ) , (T) and ^ ^ are the same as above. We have, by theorem 
4，lim P (¾ - /c0) = 1 as T —^  oo. 
T—oo \ / 
Example 4.2 Regression among Near-Integrated Processes 
Consider a simple regression with regressor follow some near-integrated processes 
Ut = Pixt * 1 {t < + f32xt * 1 {t > /c0} + ut 
where I = ( 1 —爭)^-1 + , 2 j 
[ uit and ut are I (0) 
Therefore, AXI = T2 and Axu = T. The concentrated process become, 
xT (r) = =^ (JiJd (r) where dJcl (r) = CxJcl (r) dr + dB (r) 
Moreover, we have 
i 
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1 [Tro] To 
^ E ^ ^ / I^ci (r)]2 r < r 0 
1 t=[Tr] + l r 1丨介] Tr \ 
^ E ^ ^ / [Jci(r)}2 + o p ( l ) = [Jc l(r)]2 r 0 < r 
«=[Tr0] + l r0 ro • 
X [TVoj 
� Y l XTUT / Jci (R) dB T <T0 
1 t=[Tr] + l JT 1丨叫 Tf \ 
- ^ xtut � / Jci (r) dB + op (1) = / Jcl (r) dB r0 < r 
t=[7v0]+i i0 Jt0 
and 
• ^ R S S t (r) ( r ) 智 仇 — 义 ( r ) 1 {r < r0} — d2 (r) 1 {r > r0} 
where 
TO 1 
^o = j [Jcl / [Jcl (r)]2/?22 
0 T o 
r i 9 
T o 9 1 o 1 
Tr S[Jci ( r ) ] 2 A + / [ J c l (r)]2A 
(r) = / [Jcl (r)]2 两 + i： i _ ^ L 
0 J [^ci (r)]2 
T 
厂 " 1 2 TO 0 T _ 
1 /[Jcl (r)}2 f [Jcl (r)]2/32 
^2 (r) = / [Jcl (r)]2 轮 + , ~ ^ i -




“ T o 1 -I 2 
洲 ( T ) 5 \ J c i M ] 2 A + / [ J c i ( r ) } 2 p 2 
= — ^ - 1 1 “ ^ [^ci (r)]2 * 1 {r < r0} 
f [Jd (r)]2 
L T 
� T0 0 T 1 2 
i[Jci (r)]2 A + / [Jcl ( r)]2f t 
+ r — [id W]2 * 1 {r > r0} 
/ [^ci (r)]2 
Therefore, {) (r) is a V-shaped function of r, with a minimum at r0. By in theorem 
4' T-^JL k°) = ^ ^ IJci (r) dB do not appeared in (r). 
When Ci '= 0, the concentrated process become 
xt (r) = -jfX^r) B (r) for r e (0,1) 
Therefore, we have 
1 �TO l -
-2RSST(r)^^(r)dH f B2p21+ f B2/?22 
- 0 TO . 
7 ( / B2/31+ / B'pX 
- 卜 2 的 A ^ ^ L l { r < r o } 
o J B 2 
T 
\ (f f B%)2 
— 離 V ^ L i { r > T o } 




- T0 1 1 2 
(T) / B2/?1+ / B2P2 
- ^ = - r - ^ ^ 2 M * l { r < r 0 } 
JB2 
- T _ � t 0 r i 2 I B2J31+ f B2p2 
+ A ~ ~ ^ — — 5 2 ( r ) * l { r > r 0 } 
FB2 
- o _ 
Therefore, d (r) is a V-shaped function of r, with a minimum at r0. By theorem 
4 ' ^ P{k~ /c0) = 1, as / BdB do not appeared in d (丁). 
Example 4.3 Regression with 1(1) Error 
^ I A 而 + for 力 < /c0 1 Consider yt = < ~ u I 
(/¾ 工 t + ut for t > k0 \ j ut = + et } w n e r e \ , } • fact, xt is a trending regressor here. 
[x t = 1 + 而-i J 
l [Tti] Tl 界 E u2t=> a2uJ B2 for TuT2e (0，1) 
t=[TT2]+l r2 V ' ' 
庐 t = [^ 2 ] + 1 x i — uniformly for r G (0，1) 
! [^i] ri ？f • 冷 ^ F r B for 丁 e (0,1) 
We have 





MR) = + + 
1 _ T3 3 M T 3 T-3 I 2 
dr “1 (TT^) 3t * 1 < ^o} 
, L T03^1 + ( r 3 - r 0 3 ) / ? 2 1 2 o 
- + 伪 ~3 3r 2 * 1 {r > r 0} 
The value of ^ needed to make A二 converge to a Op � matrix is 3. The value 
of X/J needed to make (A二广1 A二 converge to a Op � matrix is When ft + /¾ 
and ^ = 3, n x u will not appear in 0 ( r ) . So, x") (r) is a V-shape, random function 
in term of r . From Theorem 4’ lim P {k - k0) = 1. On the c o n t r a r y , � i s 
stationary for all t, then 
1 [Tri] O T1 
忐 U2t^(T2ujB2{oTThT2e(0,l) 
i = [ T r 2 ] + l r 2 ' 
1 [TTL] 2 P 
T XT — (Ti 一 T2) uniformly for r G (0’ 1) 
[TN] T1 
T 乙 XTUT ^ cTuCrx J BdB for r G (0,1) 
t=[TT2]+l r 2 v ' ' 




T TO 1 
o^ = / (y\B2 + 2/¾ f auaxBdB + 2/¾ [ auaxBdB 
o JO I 
f r \ 2 [1 I 2 
J cruBdB f cruBdB 
^ ( r ) = ^ ^ + ——^ 
r 1-r 
/ 1 V [r I 2 
/ (JuBdB f (juBdB 
^2 (r) = + 
1 — 7" T 
. . 胸 （ T ) def < ^ 1 + ^ 2 T < T0 ) 
~ D R ~ ^ ( ‘ w h e r e 
^3 + ^4 T > T0 J 
+ d B cjuB] \auB ^uJBdB}2 
V^i = - -377- > 0 and (z?2 = - — 1 < 0 T dB 中2 dB {l-r)ax ~ 
[ 1 12 r n2 
au ] BdB a B auf BdB 
(1-t) dB ~ “ dB T(TX ~U 
The value of 功 needed to make converge to a Op(l) matrix is 1. The 
value of 功 needed to make (A二广1 A - converge to a Op � matrix is also 1. From 
Theorem 4, inconsistency may be resulted even though there is a break in the 
conditional model. 
Break in Heteroskedastic Cointegration or Spurious Regression 
i 
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Consider a simple regression model yt = f3lXt * 1 {t < /c0} + P2xt * 1 > A:0} + wt 
xt = + uu 
where < = atu2t and at = at-i + u3t 
ult,u2t and u3t are I (0) 
Therefore, AXX = T 2 and Axu = T5. For all TUT2 ^ (0’ 1) ’ 
1 [叫 n ri 
^ E ^ BldMGl B2 
t=[TT2]+l JT2 JT2 
I [TRI] l [Trx] n n 
E XTWT = - 3 - E 顿Tu2T ^ f B . B ^ =F A^AS [ B2dB 
1 t=[TT2} + l 丄 2 t=[Tr2] + l JT2 JT2 
We h a v e � R S S T (r) (r) =7 如-义（T) 1 {T < To} _ 如(T) i { r > r o} where 
1 /r0 \ / 1 \ 
0^ = /咖32+ / 树 / 所 / ¾ 
o \0 / \ro / 
(\ \ fP 所)A +(^ )^/¾]2 
( r ) = / ^ 2 J 2 VT0 J—L 
VO / J BF 
T 
^2 (r) = [ Bl) P i ) T V � ± _ L 




� T0 1 1 2 / f B\p2 
= - A - 1 r - ^ ” " " “ 
dT f B\ 
- r . 
- T 0 T 1 2 
/ 所 A + f BlP2 . 
+ P I - - — — — — B 2 ^ 1 { T > TO} 
FBF 
. o . 
Therefore, (r) is a V-shaped function of r, with a minimum at r0. By theorem 
广 \ Ti 
4, lim P (k- k0) = 1, as (TI(T2(T3 J B2dB do not appeared in d ( r) . 
T—»oo \ 乂 r 2 � ' 
If the error is generated from wt = wt-\ + u2t where u2t are I (0). Then, 
the model become a spurious regression. Even though the error's variance follow 
the same rate of divergence as in heteroskedastic cointegration. However, the 
break-point estimator is inconsistent here. As, Axx = T2 and AIU = T’we have 
• E “ Bl 
1 t=[7Vj+l \ 
x M T0 
^ E XT^T / BXB2 1 + 1 T 
条RSST (K) => ^ (r) =f 彻 - A (r) 1 {r < r0} - XH (r) 1 {r > r0} where 
1 � T O 1 "I � T 0 1 -
^o = I B22+ J BlPl^r j B\f5l + 2 j B . B ^ j 
0 L0 To J Lo r0 . 
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(l 所 A + 1 b a ) [ f j 所 A + } Blp2) + } B,B} 
q / n \ 0 0 / , \ r r0 J r (r) = ^ r '——+ — T =^ 
I Bl J Bl o r 1 
(l 所 A + / ^¾) [ f f t * / B\ + A* / bA + / 
如 ( T ) = A I _ _ _ _ _ ^ + J 0 _ _ _ 
f Bl f Bl 
T 0 
(}' (/ - B\B2 B\ 
[ ° Ac ° 1 x- 1 I 2 - + 所 战 一 / 所+/所 A l r B\ for r < r0 
OV (r) def \r To J 
= [/1 X- 1 / ! \ I2 > 
- f / BU (/ B ^ j - B f B , B\ 
� T (丁 : V 1 r 
+ /¾ + B\B2 一 f 所+ J B\ A 2 T B\ for r > r 0 
L V-o 0 y j 
Unlike the section above,汐(r) may not be monotonic, before or after the 
break. Therefore, inconsistency may be resulted as the minimum of the criterion 
function may not occur at T0. By theorem 4, lim P (Tt - R0) 1 as T 00. 
T—+00 
Proof of theorem 5 
Under assumptions (Bl) - (B6), = � 工 and H0 : /3i = ft, 
When d = 0 
Using U = U-XI {X'IX)~l X'W, ^U'U = i [U'U - U'lX [X'IX]~l XIU'] ^ 
1 
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Using X'IkU = X'IkU — X'IkX [X'lXY1 X'lU 
• A J [X'hu)=为A j [x'IkU — X'IkX (X'lX)-1 X'lU 
=>f KdB — (/ (J } n'xdB ^ ^ 
[x'lkx - X'IkX {X'IXy1 x'lkx] 
力(/ ^ ¾) - FJ 啡 ) { } {] ^'A^J = S 
Therefore, FT (r) ( r ) = 屯 ' ( 2 ) - 1 屯 
By continuous mapping theorem, 
sup一 Ft (S) sup一 Foo (s) 
1 � 1 
ExpFr (s) In J exp ^-Foo(s)^ ds 
—T 
1 7 
AveFT ( s ) � = ~ / Foo (s) ds 
T — T J 
T 
When 0 < d < \ 
^U'U = + [U'U - U'lX [X'lX]'1 XIU'] 二 1 
Using X'IKU = X'IKU - X'IKX {X'LX)-1 X'LU 
由 y d [x'hfj) = ^AJ [X'hu - x'hx (X'LX)-1 X'IU 
i 
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=»/ ^'JV^ — f j ( J n ' A ) I ^'JVoo =f ^ 
[x'ikx — x'ikx {x'ixyl x'ikx\ 
# Q ^¾) - f j f } ^¾) Q nfxnx) =f e 
Therefore, ^ ^ F^ (r)=屯'（三)—1 屮 or FT (r) = 0p (T2d) 
When d> 
忐[U'U — U'lX [X'lX]'1 XIU'' 
=>J UL — ( } Kf/oo) ( ！ 化 仏 ） K i ) DM $ 
^VfAxx' [X'hfj) = ^Axi [X'hU - X'IkX (X'IX)~l X'lU 
=>I H - (/ ^¾¾) (J ^ ¾¾) / ^ Uoo =f ^ 
^Axx2 [x'lkx - X'IkX {X'IXY1 x'lkx] A; i 
=>L - (/ ^ ¾) (j ^ ¾¾) (/ ^¾¾) =f H 
Therefore, => F^ (r) = ^ f ^ or FT (r) = 0P (T) 
Therefore, This proves Theorem 5. • 
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